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Abstract 
 
Breast cancer is a very heterogeneous disease in terms of clinical characteristics, 
genetic aberrations and prognosis. In Paper I, we focused on the CD44 molecule that 
often is aberrantly expressed in breast cancer and is widely used as a marker for cancer 
stem cells. Several isoforms of the CD44 molecule were analyzed at the transcriptome 
level across breast tumors and the expression of individual isoforms was correlated to 
molecular subtypes, protein expression of clinical markers, and cancer stem cell (CSC) 
phenotypes in breast tumors and cell lines. The CD44S isoform was associated with 
expression of the CSC marker ALDH1 and the CSC phenotype CD44+/CD24- was 
correlated to alternatively spliced isoforms in tumors. The isoforms were differentially 
expressed in molecular subtypes and HER2 and EGFR positive tumors were 
associated to CD44S and CD44v8-10, respectively. In Paper II, by using targeted 
genomic re-sequencing we screened for somatic mutations in 1237 genes in a panel of 
basal-like breast cancer cell lines, both in coding and surrounding non-coding regions. 
In total, 658 high confidence SNVs and indels were detected and 315 of these were 
novel (not in COSMIC). A selection of the variants were validated with Sanger 
sequencing and, 123 of 130 high confidence variants were confirmed including 111 
novel variants. The mutation frequency was higher in coding (CDS) compared to 
non-coding (non-CDS) regions and in particular G or C base replacements were 
higher in the CDS compared to non-CDS. The SNVs within the context of 
T[C]A/T[G]A and T[C]T/A[G]A were significantly more common in the CDS than 
in the non-CDS regions. Re-sequenced data was used to derive copy number 
estimations, which correlated well to SNP array data. In Paper III, the potential in 
using tumor-specific rearrangements present in circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) to 
detect occult metastatic breast cancer was evaluated. In total, 14 eventual metastatic 
(EM) patients and 6 long-term disease free (DF) patients were investigated. We used 
whole-genome sequencing on the primary tumors to derive patient-specific 
rearrangements that were confirmed by PCR. Circulating tumor DNA levels across 
multiple plasma samples during the clinical course were analyzed by quantitative 
droplet digital PCR. Accurate post-surgical discrimination of EM patients (93%) 
from DM (100%) was achieved by ctDNA monitoring. The average lead-time to 
clinical detection of metastatic disease was 11 months (range 0-37 months). 
Moreover, the ctDNA level was a quantitative predictor for both recurrence (P=0.02) 
and death (P=0.04). We demonstrated that monitoring of ctDNA can be used for 
early detection of metastatic breast cancer and is a potential tool for optimization of 
adjuvant therapy and should be evaluated further in clinical studies. 
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General background 
 

Introduction to breast cancer 

Cancer epidemiology 

Worldwide there were 14.1 million new cancer cases reported in 2012 [1]. In 
total that year, 8.2 million people died from their cancer disease and 32.6 
million people were living with cancer (within 5 years of diagnosis). The age-
standardized cancer incidence rate is 84% higher in more developed parts of 
the world, but the mortality rates are only 15% higher in men and 8% higher 
in women compared to less developed regions [1]. 
 
For some decades, breast cancer has been the second most common (12%) 
cancer in the world, and by far the most frequent malignant disease among 
women. In total, 1.67 million new breast cancer cases were diagnosed in 2012, 
which constitutes 25% of all cancers in women. Incidence rates of breast 
cancer vary in different parts of the word, from 27 per 100,000 in Middle 
Africa and Eastern Asia to 96 per 100,000 in Western Europe. However, the 
outcome is more favorable in developed regions than in less developed regions 
with mortality rates varying from 6 per 100,000 in Eastern Asia to 20 per 
100,000 in Western Africa. Of all cancer-associated deaths in the world, breast 
cancer ranks as the fifth most common with 522,000 deaths per year and for 
women it is the most common cause of cancer death [1]. In Sweden, breast 
cancer is the most common malignancy among women and 9,123 new cases 
were diagnosed in 2013 and the incidence of the disease has increased from 80 
to 190 cases per 100,000 during the period from 1970 to 2013 [2]. 
 
The regional difference in cancer incidence is related to mainly life style and 
environmental factors, hence, migration to a more developed region is 
associated with an increased risk of developing cancer. The prevalence of 
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carriers of the major susceptibility genes appears to explain only a minor part 
of the variation in incidence in different world regions [3]. 

Risk factors for development of breast cancer 

Carcinogenic factors that affects the risk of development of breast cancer is 
evaluated by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and 
there is sufficient evidence that intake of alcoholic beverages, diethylstilbestrol 
(DES), estrogen-progestin contraceptives, estrogen-progestin menopausal 
therapy, X-ray radiation, and gamma-radiation increase the risk [4]. According 
to IARC, there is limited evidence that tobacco smoking may slightly increase 
the risk of breast cancer, and this was also confirmed in a recent study [4, 5]. 
The World Cancer Research Fund/American Institute for Cancer Research 
(WCRF/AICR) evaluates evidence for risk factors like diet, weight gain, and 
physical exercise, and found sufficient evidence for the risk of developing post-
menopausal breast cancer for both adult attained height and body fatness [6]. 
IARC reports that the only factor that convincingly reduces risk for breast 
cancer is breastfeeding longer than 6 months with the risk, by the age of 70 
years, reduced by 4% for every 12 months of breastfeeding [4, 7]. 
 
Previous benign or malignant breast disease and family breast cancer history 
increase the risk for developing breast cancer. Other risk factors are advanced 
age, early menarche, late menopause, endogenous hormonal levels, and 
reproductive aspects [8]. In pre-menopausal women, only higher serum 
testosterone levels are unfavorable and in post-menopausal women higher 
levels of estradiol, estriol, androstenedione, and testosterone all are associated 
with a higher risk of developing breast cancer [9]. Nulliparity and increasing 
age at first birth are associated with a higher risk of getting breast cancer, 
however, this may be limited to estrogen/progesterone receptor positive 
tumors [7, 10, 11]. 
 
Approximately 5-10% of all breast cancer cases are caused by different 
inherited mutations in certain susceptibility genes and, in general, these are 
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inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion with limited penetrance. Two 
genes associated with DNA damage repair, BRCA1 and BRCA2, are both high-
penetrance genes and on average 60-65% of BRCA1 and 45-55% of BRCA2 
female carriers develop breast cancer [12, 13], however, these risks can be 
modified by presence of other cancer susceptibility alleles [14]. In the average 
population, BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers are rare (0.11% and 0.12%, 
respectively), although the prevalence in different ethnicities varies [15, 16]. 
For women diagnosed with breast cancer at <50 years approximately 6% of the 
cases have germline mutations in any of these two genes, while for women >50 
years only 1-1.5% are affected [15, 16]. Interestingly, women with 
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations have been shown to have higher titers of both 
estradiol and progesterone compared to women known to be negative for the 
mutations [17]. 
 
Other high-penetrance genes are TP53 (Li-Fraumeni syndrome) and PTEN 
(PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome), with carriers at increased risk to a 
variety of different tumor forms including breast cancer; however both of these 
syndromes are very rare [18]. Several other rare susceptibility genes are known 
or suspected to confer an intermediate- to low-risk in carriers, including 
CHEK2, ATM, PALB2, BRIP1, CDH1, RAD50, RAD51C and RAD51D of 
which many are involved in DNA repair mechanisms [19-21]. 

Clinical aspects of breast cancer 

The majority of tumors found in the breast are benign which means that they 
will neither spread outside the breast nor become life-threatening, although 
they can still be proliferative and cause notable symptoms. However, women 
diagnosed with benign tumors, especially with atypical hyperplasia, may have a 
higher risk of developing invasive breast cancer [22]. 
 
Tumors that are pathologically classified as breast carcinomas could be either 
non-invasive, e.g. ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and lobular carcinoma in 
situ (LCIS), or invasive, whereof invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) and invasive 
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lobular carcinoma (ILC) accounts for 50-75% and 10-15% of all cases, 
respectively. Other less common types of invasive breast cancers include the 
mucinous, medullary, papillary and tubular, and these are characterized by 
different histological and molecular features [23]. 
 
Early breast cancer is defined as cancer that has not spread to other parts in the 
body than the breast or the ipsilateral lymph nodes of the breast. However, all 
breast carcinomas have the potential to become metastatic and once the tumor 
has spread to other vital organs of the body, the disease is defined as advance 
breast cancer and is rarely curable. Developing a local recurrence of the disease 
is also possible and if the malignancy is inoperable this can also be defined as 
an advanced stage of the disease. Nevertheless, many different treatment 
options are available and there is probably much room for improvement in 
managing patients with advanced breast cancer in terms of individualized and 
multidisciplinary treatment options [24]. 
 
To describe the current clinical status of the disease and aid in determining 
prognosis, the TNM system for staging is often used, which takes tumor size 
(T), number of positive lymph nodes (N), and presence of metastasis (M) into 
account, and is summarized on a scale from Stage I to IV. The Nottingham 
Prognostic Index (NPI) [25] can also be used to predict outcome of the disease 
and here the tumor size, the number of positive lymph nodes and the 
histological grade of the tumor are taken into account. In determination of 
histological grade, glandular/tubular differentiation, nuclear pleomorphism 
and the mitotic count are scored by the pathologist. Adjuvant! Online and 
PREDICT are software tools that utilize these variables and others for 
predicting outcome and the benefit or risk of adjuvant therapy for breast 
cancer patients [26, 27]. 
 
Three of the most important clinical biomarkers for breast cancer are the 
estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and human epidermal 
growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). These serve as important prognostic 
markers and as drug targets in breast cancer: e.g. anti-estrogen therapies such as 
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tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors are used for tumors overexpressing ER, 
which occur in about 80% of cases. Approximately, 60% of all breast tumors 
overexpress the PR-receptor, and this is most common in ER-positive tumors 
[28, 29]. The HER2 receptor, whose encoding gene ERBB2 is amplified in 
approximately 15% of cases, is the target for antibody therapies such as 
trastuzumab which bind and inhibit growth of HER2-dependent tumors [30]. 
Ki67 is a marker for proliferation and can be used to further classify breast 
cancer, with high proliferation tumors more likely to benefit from 
chemotherapy [30]. However, due to lack of standardization of methodology 
for interpretation of staining and scoring of Ki67, the fraction of “Ki67 high” 
tumors varied from 1% to 28.6% in different studies [31]. 
 
More than a decade ago the intrinsic molecular subtypes were proposed in 
breast cancer, and between 4 and 6 groups were initially suggested based on 
variation in gene expression [32-34]. More recently, using an integrated 
approach with both genomic and transcriptomic data, 10 different subtypes 
were described [34]. Of these, the PAM50 classifier, based on 50 genes 
separating tumors into 5 classes (luminal A, luminal B, HER2-enriched, basal-
like, and normal-like), appears to be the most frequently utilized gene 
expression signature today. To enable translation of these intrinsic subtypes 
into clinical use, currently a number of classifications have been proposed 
using surrogate clinicopathologic markers. For example, the St. Gallen 
guidelines suggest to divide breast cancers into 5 subtypes using conventional 
pathological biomarkers [30]. Therein, the basal-like subtype is defined as 
“triple-negative” for lack of ER/PR hormone receptors and negative for 
HER2, and in the “HER2 positive (non-luminal)” subtype HER2 is over-
expressed or amplified with absence of ER and PR. The luminal A group is 
defined as “luminal A-like” and positive for ER and PR but negative for HER2 
and low expression of Ki67. Moreover, if a multi-gene-expression assay of the 
recurrence risk (i.e. the so-called 21-gene RS or the 70-gene signatures) [35-
37] is available, to be luminal A-like the RS score should be defined as low 
based on the gene expression results. The luminal B subtype could be 
translated into “luminal B-like (HER2 negative)”, which is defined as ER 
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positive and HER2 negative and either high expression of Ki67 or negative or 
low expression of PR; furthermore, if a multi-gene-expression assay [35-37] is 
available the recurrence risk should be defined as high based of the gene 
expression results. However, some luminal B tumors do express HER2, 
therefore, this subtype can be described as “luminal B-like (HER2 positive)” if 
the tumor is ER positive and HER2 is overexpressed or amplified. Together, 
stage, biomarker status, and the surrogate clinico-pathologic definitions (based 
on the intrinsic subtypes) add valuable information when it comes to 
prognosis and treatment recommendations in breast cancer [30]. 
 
Survival statistics from Sweden and the UK show that 5 years after diagnosis 
mortality is 10-13%, and after 10 years this percentage increases to 17-22%. 
Therefore, the risk for late recurrences is a major concern for women with 
breast cancer, especially since there is a lack of good predictors for relapse of 
the disease [2, 38].  
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Carcinogenesis 

Hallmarks of cancer 

All cancers acquire various genetic aberrations that alter biological functions 
from that of the normal (non-cancerous) cells in the originating organ. Typical 
for breast cancer tumors is that these genetic changes are very heterogeneous 
[39] compared to for example other cancer forms with pathognomonic 
aberrations (e.g. the Philadelphia chromosome in CML) [40, 41]. Following 
the transformation of a normal cell to a malignant tumor cell, it has been 
proposed that several characteristics defined as the “hallmarks of cancer” 
should be fulfilled [42, 43]. Originally, these hallmarks consisted of six 
capabilities: sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth suppressors, 
activating invasion and metastasis, enable replicative immortality, inducing 
angiogenesis and resisting cell death [43]. Recently, additional hallmarks were 
proposed and the current hallmarks were updated to also include: avoiding 
immune destruction, enabling tumor-promoting inflammation, deregulating 
cellular energetics, and acquired genome instability and mutation [42]. 

Genomic instability in breast cancer 

The majority of the cancer hallmark capabilities arise from genomic instability 
and the acquisition of genetic and epigenetic changes in the genome of the 
tumor cell during tumor progression. Since most types of cancers have the 
characteristics of genomic instability, this topic is of great interest in cancer 
research, but still, at what stage genomic instability arises and the rationale to 
why it occurs is not fully understood. In pre-cancerous lesions, genomic 
instability is associated with loss of or dysfunctional telomeres [44]. End-to-
end fusions between chromosomes can then lead to breakage-fusion-bridges 
cycles (see section Changes in the karyotype of cancer cells). However, during 
tumor progression and before transformation to a malignant cell, telomere 
healing may be observed which is the result of increased telomerase activity 
[44]. Various measures of genomic instability have been described and the 
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most common is called chromosomal instability (CIN), which estimates the 
rate of chromosome structure and number changes occurs over time when 
comparing cancer cells to normal cells [45]. However, since only some 
abnormalities can be observed in all cells of a tumor, it has been suggested that 
all cells in a tumor are the progeny of one single cell, with additional genetic 
changes occurring over time [46].  
 
Another type of genomic instability has been described called microsatellite 
instability (MSI or MIN) which refers to the expansion or reduction of the 
number of oligonucleotide repeats in microsatellite sequences [47] and is 
common in colorectal cancer [48]. Other forms of genomic instabilities 
manifest themselves in terms of increased frequencies of base-pair mutations 
[49]. 
 
In hereditary breast cancer, germ line mutations in BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1 
(BRCA1-interacting protein), PALB2 (partner and localizer of BRCA2), 
RAD50, RAD51C and RAD51D, genes involved in double-strand break strand 
repair, appear to be initiating lesions for genomic instability [50]. Moreover, 
in the classic mutator hypothesis, it is suggested that an increased mutation 
rate leads to a diversity of mutations, which is observed in many of these 
tumors and correlates well with deficiencies in DNA repair mechanisms [51]. 
 
In sporadic tumors the initial mechanism of genomic instability is less well 
understood. The mutational screening studies conducted in sporadic cancer 
has not detected frequent redundant mutations in genes directly involved in 
DNA repair and mitotic checkpoint mechanisms [45], however, some of these 
caretaker genes might still be uncharacterized and effects of other mechanisms 
like epigenetic silencing may also contribute. However, in hereditary breast 
tumors often both alleles of inherited breast cancer genes are affected, and this 
is probably necessary before establishment of genomic instability. In sporadic 
breast cancer, both alleles in genes associated with hereditary breast cancer are 
infrequently mutated [52]. Instead, mutations or deletions in a varied 
constellation of tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes like TP53, PTEN, 
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CDKN2A, CDKN2B, RB1, PIK3CA, MAP3K1, MAP2K4 and amplifications 
in CCND1, ERBB2, and MYC are found [53, 54]. 
 
Most sporadic cancers are characterized by genomic instability, especially CIN 
[45]. Although TP53 is considered to be a tumor suppressor gene that controls 
cell proliferation, it is also a DNA damage checkpoint gene and inactivation 
could be expected to contribute to genomic instability, whereas inactivation of 
TP53 alone does not lead to spontaneous genomic instability [55, 56]. 
Instead, activation of growth signaling pathways controlled by genes that 
merely function as oncogenes induce genomic instability, and this has led to 
the formulation of the oncogene-induced DNA replication stress model [57]. 
In this model, collapse of the DNA replication forks leads to formation of 
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs), a process that occurs in both pre-
cancerous lesions and in established cancers. However, in the pre-cancerous 
lesions DSBs lead to activation of TP53, which induces apoptosis or 
senescence. For development of cancer, these DNA repair mechanisms must 
be reduced, and this is believed to occur by selection for TP53 mutations 
caused by oncogene-induced damage. Moreover, inactivation of TP53 can also 
be achieved by overexpression of MDM2, which negatively regulates TP53 
through binding to its transactivation domain or via E3 ligase activity that 
mediates ubiquitin-dependent degradation of TP53 [58, 59]. MDM4 is a 
homologue of MDM2, and is also capable of regulating transcriptional activity 
of TP53 and enhances the E3 ligase activity towards TP53 by forming a 
heterodimer with MDM2. Another example of a protein that function 
upstream of TP53 is ATM, a kinase that phosphorylates TP53 in response to 
DNA damage; therefore, inhibition of ATM can certainly affect the functional 
role of TP53 [60]. 
 
One way of investigating the validity of the model of oncogene-induced DNA 
replication stress, and that it leads to genomic instability, would be to 
investigate if mutual exclusive genetic changes actually exist in the TP53 
signaling pathway. This hypothesis was recently suggested to be true across 
different subtypes of breast cancer with aberrant TP53 signaling, including 
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amplifications of MDM2 and MDM4 and mutations in AKT1, ATM, CHEK2 
and TP53 [53]. 

Recurrent mutated genes and activated pathways in breast cancer 
subtypes  

The fact that breast cancer is a genetically heterogeneous disease has been 
observed in many studies, and it was also confirmed in a mutation screening 
study including 507 tumors [53]. Notably, only seven genes were mutated at a 
frequency above 5% (TP53, PIK3CA, GATA3, MAP3K1, MLL3 and CDH1) 
and in total 35 genes were described as significantly mutated in that cohort. 
Mutation patterns attributed to each of the intrinsic subtypes were also 
investigated and, on average, the basal-like and the HER2-enriched tumors 
had a higher load of mutations compared to the luminal A and luminal B 
subtypes. In the basal-like cancers, 80% of the cases were mutated in TP53, 
and the second most common mutated gene was PIK3CA (9%), whereas the 
HER2-enriched subtype showed high frequencies of both TP53 (74%) and 
PIK3CA (39%) mutations. However, the luminal subtypes were associated 
with the highest number of recurrent mutations, and of all luminal A tumors, 
47% harbored mutations in PIK3CA followed by mutations in MAP3K1 
(13%), GATA3 (14%), TP53 (12%), CDH1 (10%), MLL3 (8%) and 
MAP2K4 (7%). In luminal B cancers, about 31% were mutated in TP53 and 
PIK3CA, respectively, 15% were mutated in GATA3 and 5% in MAP3K1. 
Only two genes, TP53 and PIK3CA, were described as significantly recurrently 
mutated in all four subtypes [53]. 
 
As mentioned earlier, genes included in the TP53 pathway were found to have 
mutually exclusive genetic aberrations across all subtypes. Nevertheless, 
differences in how frequent the pathway was affected by mutations varied 
between subtypes. The TP53 pathway was more often affected in the basal-like 
and HER2-enriched tumors than in the luminal subtypes, most likely owing 
to the difference in frequency of mutations in TP53 itself. 
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Since PIK3CA was most frequently mutated in the luminal A tumors, one 
would anticipate the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) pathway to be 
activated in this tumor type. However, the basal-like and HER2-positive 
tumors showed higher activity in this pathway. This difference was 
demonstrated both on gene expression and protein level, and may be related to 
the high rate of PTEN protein loss in basal-like and HER2 subtypes [53, 61, 
62]. In the luminal tumors, JNK/JUN mediated apoptosis was suggested to be 
diminished owing to mutual exclusive mutations found in MAP3K1 and 
MAP2K4, and CCND1 amplifications were common [53]. Indeed, evaluation 
of the significance of genetic aberrations in a biological context is of great 
importance, and of course there are a multitude of features that differs 
between the breast cancer subtypes not mentioned here.  
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Mammary gland biology and tumorigenesis 

Models of tumorigenesis and cell heterogeneity 

Already in 1976 the clonal evolution model for tumor progression was 
proposed. In this model genetic instability eventually leads to expansion of 
tumor cell clones, which could be described as an evolutionary process where 
different subclones can emerge within individual patients [46]. Thus, this 
process would be triggered by genetic alterations that confer a cell with growth 
and survival advantages that will lead to clonal expansion. Subsequently, the 
descendants of these cells gain a second alteration and another clonal 
expansion occurs, and this procedure may continue until a cancer has 
developed. Furthermore, any of the formed tumor subclones could give rise to 
treatment resistance, become invasive and cause metastasis [46, 63]. Indeed, 
the presence of different clones within a tumor has been confirmed in various 
studies [64, 65]. However, it is still far from understood how to elucidate 
which clone drives the tumor and what triggers the metastatic cascade. 
Moreover, the reasons for developing therapy resistance and/or late recurrences 
need to be further investigated. 
 
Another theory, the cancer stem cell model, has more recently been proposed 
as an alternative explanation for tumorigenesis. In the cancer stem cell model 
it is proposed that an aberrant differentiation program influences the intra-
tumor heterogeneity observed in many cancers. Moreover, even if a 
differentiated cell perhaps could acquire capacity of renewal, in the cancer 
stem model it is considered to be more likely that an undifferentiated cell with 
inherent capacity of renewal actually comprises the cell of origin for the tumor. 
None of these suggestions are embraced in the clonal evolution model. 
Furthermore, in the cancer stem cell model only a small proportion of cells 
sustain tumor progression and only this compartment of cells could, by 
gaining additional mutations, become more aggressive. This could be related 
to therapeutic resistance in which cancer stem cells are inherently drug-
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resistant while in the clonal evolution model there is a selection for tolerant 
clones during therapy [63].  
 
Notably, there are similarities between the cancer stem cell model and the 
clonal evolution model, including the possibility that the tumor arise from a 
single cell of any differentiation stage and by acquiring multiple mutations, the 
tumor cell gain unlimited proliferation potential and its characteristics can be 
influenced by the cell of origin [63]. Yet it is not clear which of these two 
models that describes the tumor development in epithelial tissues in the best 
way and it is quite possible that both models are in operation to various 
extents and under different contexts. 
 
Interestingly, recent evidence suggests that plasticity in terms of bidirectional 
conversion between stem cells and a more differentiated cell states may exist in 
epithelial cells [66-69]. If this type of dynamic transition between different cell 
phenotypes is preserved in epithelial tumors this could to some extent explain 
the heterogeneity seen in for example breast tumors [70].  

Stem and progenitor cells in the normal mammary gland 

The mammary gland can be described as a branching tree-like structure, where 
lobules cluster to form individual lobes that by extralobular ducts converge 
into main ducts connecting to the nipple. Each lobule consists of a number of 
ductules connected by intralobular ducts and, notably, the majority of breast 
malignancies originate from the lobules and not from the extralobular ducts. 
Both ducts and lobules contain two major epithelial structures defined by an 
outer layer of myoepithelial cells and inner layer of luminal cells [71, 72]. 
 
The cellular composition of the mammary epithelium can in more detail be 
described as a hierarchy of cells spanning from undifferentiated stem cells to 
terminally differentiated luminal and myoepithelial cells. The myoepithelial 
cells do not express hormone receptors, while the luminal cells can stain 
positive or negative for the estrogen and progesterone receptors [73, 74]. To 
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improve the understanding of tumor development in breast cancer, it is 
important to unravel the cellular hierarchy of the mammary gland and to 
define which cells that have renewing and differentiation capacities. A breast 
stem cell is characterized by its ability to proliferate and generate a progeny cell 
that remains a stem cell after symmetric cell division (i.e. the cell is self-
renewing). The breast stem cell can undergo either symmetric division, 
creating two identical daughter cells, or asymmetric cell division, in which one 
of the daughter cells remain a stem cell and the other differentiate into a more 
mature cell. Daughter cells that enter differentiation are believed to undergo 
symmetric cell divisions and are termed “transit-amplifying cells” or 
progenitor cells. The progenitor cells may undergo a large series of 
symmetrical cell divisions before their descendants eventually are fully 
differentiated, and thereby become so-called post-mitotic differentiated. There 
is also a possibility that (committed) progenitor cells might have retained a 
limited capacity for self-renewal, hence, these cells could possibly divide 
asymmetrically, but that is still under debate [75]. 
 
To outline the phenotype of cells that show enrichment for stem cell 
properties in the breast, different in vitro and in vivo assays have been used. By 
using fluorescent-activated cell sorting (FACS), cell populations can be 
separated based on expression of different cell surface markers and tested for 
their ability to differentiate along both luminal and myoepithelial lineages or 
for branching morphogenesis in three-dimensional (3D) culture. The cell 
populations can also be tested for engraftment capacity in in vivo 
xenotransplantation experiments. Several different combinations of markers 
have been tested and as yet there is no clear consensus regarding which 
markers that best identify the mammary stem cell population, and it has even 
been suggested that more than one stem cell compartment may be present in 
the mammary epithelium [74]. 
 
Several studies have indicated that EpCAMlowCD49fhigh phenotype characterize 
mammary epithelial cells with repopulation capacity in vivo and capacity for 
bipotent differentiation in vitro. The EpCAMlowCD49fhigh cells express 
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myoepithelial linage markers like p63 and cytokeratin-14 but stains negative 
for the estrogen receptor [76-79]. 
 
Also the ALDH+ cell population, as defined by the ALDEFLUOR assay that 
measures enzymatic activity of ALDH, has been suggested to contain breast 
stem cells [80]. However, the differentiation potential of ALDH+ cells is 
somewhat controversial. Some studies support that these cells are restricted to 
the luminal linage when cultured in vitro, and provide only short-term 
engraftment in vivo [81, 82], whereas other studies demonstrate both in vivo 
and in vitro multilineage potential of ALDH1+ cells [80, 83, 84]. Importantly, 
is has been shown that ALDH+/ER- cells can generate an ER+ cell of luminal 
linage as well as cells expressing myoepithelial markers [85]. 
 
Interestingly, upon stimulation with progesterone or estrogen, estrogen 
receptor positive (ER+) epithelial cells (luminal progenitors or differentiated 
luminal cells) can by paracrine signaling regulate hormone receptor negative 
cells (stem cells, luminal progenitor cells or differentiated luminal cells) [74]. 
In a mouse model, it has been shown that the mammary stem cell pool is 
increased upon stimulation with progesterone and estrogen and this is likely 
mediated by RANKL, through paracrine signaling. RANKL is a target of 
progesterone and is demonstrated to be involved in the mouse mammary 
gland formation [79, 86, 87]. The progesterone/RANKL regulatory 
mechanism is suggested to be preserved also in the human mammary gland 
[88]. Moreover, interaction possibly occurs between stromal cells (fibroblasts 
and adipocytes) and mammary epithelial cells lining the ducts and lobules 
[74]. Interestingly, it also seems like Notch activation result in increased self-
renewal and commitment of the bilineage progenitors to the myoepithelial 
linage, but appears to have no effect on differentiated cells [89]. Also canonical 
Wnt/�-catenin pathway and Sonic Hedgehog signaling have been suggested to 
regulate self-renewal and differentiation in breast epithelial cells [90, 91] 
 
In the immortal strand hypothesis, initially presented in 1975, it was suggested 
that stem cells could avoid introducing mutations if they, at mitosis, always 
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keep the chromatid with the older template strand [92]. Consequently, the 
stem cell compartment would represent the only stable repository of genetic 
information within a tissue and the stem cells should probably be more 
protected from genetic damage compared to differentiated cells. In a mouse 
model, it has been shown that adult mammary stem cells retain their template 
strand DNA during mitosis [93]. 
 
Notably, it seems like luminal progenitor cells have much shorter telomeres 
than both basal epithelial cells (enriched in cells with both bipotent and 
myoepithelial clonogenic activity in vitro) and mature luminal cells, and 
perhaps this makes them more susceptible to DNA damage. The luminal 
progenitor cells also showed the highest telomerase activity, however, the 
activity declines significantly with age [94]. The telomere shortening in the 
progenitor cells compared to more primitive stem cells is probably needed to 
limit the replicative life span [95]. 

Cell of origin in breast cancer 

To better understand the mechanisms behind tumor development, it is 
important to evaluate the potential relationship between the normal breast 
epithelial hierarchy and the different breast cancer subtypes. Attempts have 
been made to link the tumor subtypes to their closest normal epithelial 
counterpart, by using gene expression profiling and different in vitro and in 
vivo models. Although this approach is challenging due to intra- and inter-
tumor heterogeneity, results from these analyses indicate that the basal-like 
tumor subtype may arise from ER+ or ER- luminal progenitors, at least in 
BRCA1-mutant carriers [79]. The breast cancer subtype that has been 
described as “Claudin-low”, is characterized by low expression of cell adhesion 
markers and luminal differentiation markers (CD24 and EpCAM) and 
appears to have high gene expression ratios between CD49f/EpCAM and 
CD44/CD24 (CD44 is a surrogate stem cell marker, see section Cancer stem 
cells) and is therefore suggested to arise from mammary stem cells [96]. 
Nevertheless, it seems like enrichment for gene signatures that characterize 
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normal stem cells (in mice) can predict the distant-metastasis free survival for 
patients with triple-negative breast tumors [97]. Probably this means that a 
tumor become more aggressive if stem cell properties are preserved during 
tumor progression. 
 
The HER2-enriched, luminal A and luminal B tumor subtypes are believed to 
originate from the luminal cell linage, but it is not well understood from 
which cell populations [74]. 
 
Since cancer cells need to be able to self-renew, normal cells with this capacity 
are conceivable targets for mutagenesis that eventually leads to cancer. The fact 
that progenitor cells (that may have a limited capacity for self-renewal) divide 
more often than stem cells could make them a possible target for mutagenic 
events. Intriguingly, it has also been suggested that breast cancer cells could 
dedifferentiate through epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), which 
generates cells with properties of stem cells [75, 98]. 

Cancer stem cells 

A cancer stem cell (CSC) could be defined as a malignant cell that has the 
capacity of both self-renewal and to generate countless progeny that constitute 
the tumor bulk. The concept of CSCs was first demonstrated in acute 
myeologenous leukemia (AML), by showing that different cell populations in 
the blood possess large differences in tumorigenicity [99]. The presence of 
CSCs have been demonstrated in other types of leukemia like chronic myeloid 
leukemia (CML) [100], that is often characterized by the BCR-ABL 
translocation t(9;22)(q34;q11), which translates into a constitutively active 
kinase that can be efficiently targeted by the drug imatinib. However, a 
minimal residual disease can persist for years of treatment with imatinib, and 
potentially this can be explained by a small subset of imatinib-resistant CSCs 
that both are slow-cycling and self-renewing [101]. The presence of CSCs has 
also been suggested in several types of solid tumors like ovary 
(CD44+CD117+), colon (CD133+) and brain (CD133+) [102-104]. 
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In breast cancer, several methods of isolation and/or enrichment of CSCs have 
been suggested: separation of the side population (SP) with Hoechst staining, 
which enriches for cells overexpressing the ATP binding cassette (ABC) family 
[105]; isolation of cells by fluorescent-activated cell sorting (FACS) of selected 
cell surface markers associated with CSCs [106]; or measurement of the 
enzymatic activity of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH), which could be 
performed by using the ALDEFLUOR assay with subsequent cell sorting 
[107]. 
 
The enrichment for CSCs in different cell populations of breast tumors can be 
estimated in vivo by xenotransplantation of cells into immunocompromised 
mice (e.g. NOD/SCID) and by using this method the tumor-initiating 
capacity (or tumorigenicity) is determined [106]. To further characterize the 
enrichment for tumor stem cells in different cell compartments in vitro, 
various methods have been described: anchorage-independent spheroid 
cultures of so-called tumorspheres in the presence of basic fibroblast growth 
factors (FGF) or epidermal growth factors (bEGF) [84] as well as colony 
formation assays [108]. 
 
In breast cancer, it has been shown that the combination of the cell surface 
antigens CD24-/low/CD44+/lineage- enriches for breast CSCs. Importantly, 
serially passaging of this cell population in vivo could regenerate new tumors 
with a phenotypically diverse mix including also nontumorigenic cells present 
in the initial tumor [106]. It has also been shown that ALDH is a marker of 
breast cancer cells, and a high expression of ALDH is associated with poor 
outcome [80, 107, 109]. Breast cancers staining positive by 
immunohistochemistry for either CD44+/CD24- or ALDH1high have been 
associated with the basal-like subtype although the overlap between the 
phenotypes seems to be very small, possibly due to distinct levels of 
differentiation [110, 111]. However, combining the phenotype of 
CD44+/CD24- and high activity of ALDH as measured by the ALDEFLUOR 
assay seems to define a subpopulation of breast tumor cells with further 
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increased tumor-initiating capacity compared to the cells bearing only one of 
these phenotypes [80]. 
 
Activated pathways associated with normal stem and progenitor cells that 
regulates self-renewal and linage commitment, including Notch [89], Wnt/�-
catenin [90, 112] and Hedgehog signaling [91, 113], have been suggested to 
control the CSC compartment. For example, it has been proposed that 
inhibition of NOTCH4 reduce the capability of tumor initiation significantly 
in vivo [114]. Recently, it was shown that inhibition of Wnt/�-catenin 
signaling with a small molecule decrease the size of both the the ALDH+ CSC 
compartment and the remaining tumor bulk, both in vivo and in vitro, using a 
breast cancer cell line model [115]. Activation of Hedgehog signaling seems to 
occur through Bmi-1 in normal stem and progenitor cells and the same has 
been observed in CSCs [91]. 
 
Since intratumoral heterogeneity is a characteristic of breast cancer, there is a 
need to address this issue in the context of CSCs. It is known that the markers 
CD44 and CD24 are rarely co-expressed on the same cells [110]. Therefore, 
cells with the CD44+ phenotype can be considered to be enriched for CSCs, 
while CD24+ cells define a more differentiated cell type. In a study involving a 
limited number of tumors, it has been shown that CD44+ and CD24+ cells 
can be clonally related and it was also proposed that cell CD24+ cells had 
acquired additional genetic events compared to the CD44+ cells [116]. 
 
In a more recent study from the same research group, a more complex pattern 
was illustrated. Several different clones were present within the pool of CD44+ 
cells from a single tumor. Moreover, genetic heterogeneity was observed 
between distinct tumor cell populations that were defined based on markers of 
cellular phenotypes [117]. It is challenging to interpret these results, and it 
could be argued that these results are inconsistent with the CSC model. 
However, it does not exclude the possibility that only the CSC compartment 
could survive in long-term expansion (even if clonal evolution occurs in all 
cancer cell populations). 
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Resistance to therapy in relation to breast cancer stem cells 

Established strategies for eradicating breast tumors have been to kill all cancer 
cells with radiotherapy and systemic therapies. Another emerging strategy is to 
specifically target the cancer stem cells. Also, to enable targeting of all cells in a 
tumor by conventional chemotherapy induction of differentiation of the CSCs 
could be another option. 
 
CSCs have been suggested to mediate therapy resistance by a number of 
mechanisms.  For example, CSCs exhibit greater multidrug resistance, in 
which overexpression of efflux pumps in the ATP binding cassette family is 
thought to be responsible for pumping out for example chemotherapeutic 
agents at a higher rate in the stem cell population than in the remaining tumor 
bulk. Indeed, in HER2-negative breast cancer, it has been shown that 
conventional chemotherapy increased the fraction of CD44+/CD24- CSCs 
[118]. Also, resistance to both apoptosis and senescence has been associated to 
CSCs [75, 119]. This could lead to survival of the CSC population that 
eventually could repopulate the tumor, with or without novel mutations 
induced by the chemotherapeutic treatment [120]. Resistance to irradiation 
has also been suggested for breast CSCs, which perhaps could indicate that 
DNA repair mechanisms are differently regulated in CSC [108]. 
 
In breast cancer, the stem cell population defined as CD44+CD24- often has 
low or absent expression of ER. It has been suggested that paracrine signaling 
towards the CSCs upon estrogen stimulation, is mediated through ER+ breast 
epithelial cells that do not express the stem cell phenotype. Possibly, 
downstream signaling of estrogen could be mediated by both epidermal 
growth factor (EGF) and Notch receptor signals [86]. Therefore, inhibition of 
the estrogen receptor could perhaps be beneficial for tumors with cells of the 
CSC phenotype.  
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The CD44 molecule 

The cell adhesion CD44 molecule is a transmembrane glycoprotein that is 
involved in various functions in normal cells, for example the immune system 
and embryogenesis. In tumors, a certain epitope of CD44 was first associated 
with a metastatic potential in an animal model [121]. Later, the CD44 
molecule was associated to tumor progression and steps necessary for the 
metastatic cascade in primary breast cancer [122]. However, association of 
CD44 expression to survival has given rise to contradictory results [123-126]. 
 
The CD44 molecule is often aberrantly expressed and subjected to alternative 
splicing in tumors and, as described earlier, CD44 is suggested to mark cancer 
stem cells in different malignant diseases, including breast cancer. There is no 
clear evidence that CD44 regulates pathways that sustain self-renewal in breast 
cancer [127]. However, it is known that CD44 is a target gene of Wnt 
signaling, and recently it was shown in colon cancer that CD44 is a regulator 
of the canonical Wnt/�-catenin pathway [128]. 
 
The pre-mRNA of CD44 is encoded by 20 exons, whereof exons 1-5 and 16-
20 are constitutive and exons 6-15 are alternatively spliced (termed variant 
exons v1-v10) (Figure 1A). The variant exon v1 is not expressed in human, 
though it is expressed in mice. The CD44 standard (CD44s) isoform contains 
no variant exons and is ubiquitously expressed in human. Conversely, the 
isoforms that includes variant exons are expressed in epithelial and often 
proliferating cells like keratinocytes, dendritic cells, activated lymphocytes and 
tumor cells [127, 129].  
 
The protein structure in the extracellular region consists of the amino-terminal 
domain with ligand-binding motifs and a stem structure including the variable 
exons which can vary between 46 and 381 amino acids in length) (Figure 1B).  
Moreover, the CD44 molecule comprises a transmembrane region and a 
cytoplasmic tail with important functions in both cytoskeletal organization  
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Figure 1. (A) The gene structure of CD44. The gene consists of 20 exons, where exons 
1-5 and 16-20 are constitutively expressed and exons 6-15 are alternatively spliced 
(termed variant exons v1-v10). Exons 1-17 constitute the extracellular regions, exon 18 
the transmembrane region and exons 19-20 the cytoplasmic tail. (B) Overview of the 
protein structure of CD44. The extracellular regions consist of the standard region 
binding to hyaluronic acid and the variable ligand-binding region and the cytoplasmic tail 
involved in the cytoskeletal organization and in mediating downstream signaling of 
CD44. Reprinted from “Molecular Cancer Research, Copyright 2011, Dec;9(12):1573-
86, Jeanne M.V. Louderbough, Joyce A. Schroeder, Understanding the dual nature of 
CD44 in breast cancer progression” with permission from AACR. 
 

and in mediating downstream signaling [127, 129]. Extracellular cleavage of 
CD44 can occur by membrane type 1 MMP or ADAM proteases and 
intracellular cleavage of the cytoplasmic tail is accomplished by �-secretase 
[130]. Furthermore, the molecule can be both N-glycosylated and O-
glycosylated [131]. The extracellular domain of CD44 can interact with 
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various components of the extracellular matrix such as hyaluronan, collagen, 
laminin and fibronectin, which all can be associated to matrix dependent cell 
migration in vitro [129]. 
 
Hyaluronan (or hyaluronic acid), which is a glycosaminoglycan, is the main 
ligand for CD44 that can bind to all isoforms of the molecule although the 
binding capacity can be altered due to post-translational modifications at the 
ectodomain of the CD44 protein [132]. In addition to hyaluronan, 
chondroitin sulfate and heparan sulfate are glycosaminoglycans that can 
interact with CD44 and the binding is dependent on inclusion of alternatively 
spliced exons [133]. 
 
Upon binding of hyaluronan to CD44 in tumor cells, it has been 
demonstrated that signaling cascades associated with receptor tyrosine kinase 
(RTKs) activation are initiated, which are suggested to be mediated by both 
CD44s and CD44v (that include variant exons) isoforms acting as co-factors 
of ERBB RTK family members. Examples of activated signaling pathways are 
the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K/Akt) and the mitogen-activated 
protein kinase (MAPK), which block apoptosis and promote cell survival 
tumor growth [127, 134]. Increased levels of hyaluronan have been suggested 
to contribute to resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs like doxorubicin and 
methotrexate and are possibly caused by hyaluronan/CD44 mediated 
signaling. Therefore, inhibition/disruption of hyaluronan binding or CD44 
blockade could potentially improve the efficacy of this type of treatment [127, 
135, 136]. 
 
However, since the CD44s molecule is widely expressed in different tissue 
types, it could be of interest to specifically target the CD44v isoforms in 
cancer therapy. Some of the CD44 variants that bind specific ligands or are 
required for signaling activation are mentioned here. For example, the 
isoforms containing the variant exon v6 is required for c-Met activation by its 
ligand hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor (HGF/SF), which leads to 
activation of the Ras/MAPK pathway [137]. Moreover, it has been suggested 
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that Ras activation stimulates the transcription of alternatively spliced variants 
of CD44, and after translation, these CD44 variants can form new complexes 
with tyrosine kinase receptors and thereby the Ras-dependent proliferation of 
the cells can be sustained in a positive feedback loop [138]. The CD44 
isoforms with the variant exon v3 included can undergo heparan sulfate 
modification, and can interact with heparin-binding epidermal growth factor-
like growth factor (HB-EGF) and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) [139], 
which leads to activation of ERBB4 [127]. 
 
Another ligand to CD44 is osteopontin, whose binding seems to be dependent 
on exon v3 and v6 [140]. Traditionally, CD44/osteopontin signaling is 
associated to stimulation of cell motility and chemotaxis [141]. Recently, it 
was also shown that osteopontin/CD44 signaling promotes cell growth and 
maintains stemness in glioblastoma [142]. This was mediated through �-
secretase dependent proteolysis of CD44 and induced cleavage of the 
intracellular domain of CD44, leading to enhanced HIF-2� activity. 
 
The cytoplasmic tail of CD44 provides a link to the cytoskeleton through 
interactions with ankyrin and ezrin-radixin-moesin (ERM) proteins [127, 129, 
143]. For example, ankyrin is involved in hyaluronan dependent cell adhesion 
and motility and ERM proteins are involved in the cell migration and 
formation of protein-complexes in the plasma membrane [144, 145]. 

RNA splicing 

During transcription in the nucleus, immature RNA (pre-mRNA) is formed 
and it has to be further processed into mature messenger RNA (mRNA) before 
it is transported into the cytoplasm for translation. Processing of the pre-
mRNA includes adding a 5´-cap (7-methyl-guanosine triphosphate) to the 5´-
end and a 3´-polyA-tail of varying length to the 3’-end and importantly the 
intronic regions are spliced out. The splicing can be constitutive, which 
involves only constitutively spliced exons (CSEs), or the selective inclusion or 
exclusion of alternatively spliced exons (ASEs) occurs, a process termed 
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alternative splicing. Thus, different mRNA sequences can be formed out of the 
same pre-mRNA (i.e. cis-splicing) [146, 147]. Alternative splicing is estimated 
to occur in about 92-95% of the genes in the human genome and the 
frequency of alternatively splicing is associated with organismal complexity (on 
average seven mRNA isoforms for human) [148, 149]. Splicing is often tissue-
specific and is commonly deregulated in cancer [150, 151]. 
 
In cancer, mutations can occur in splice sites at exon-intron junctions or in 
exonic or intronic regulatory elements in addition to genes that encode 
splicing factors. In the BRCA1 gene, were germline mutations predispose for 
hereditary breast cancer, it is also known that mutations of putative splicing 
enhancer motifs can lead to exon skipping, and thereby change the splicing 
pattern [152-154]. Recently, it was shown that either by replacing a single 
motif with all possible hexameres or all possible single nucleotide variants, 
consecutively, within exon 18 (in BRCA1), resulted in distinct effects on 
transcript abundance. By using this approach for gene editing (the 
CRISPR/Cas technology) in different genes/exons, the prediction of function 
of mutations in regulatory elements and other parts of the genome could likely 
be enhanced [155]. 
 
Interestingly, it has recently been shown that silent mutations are more 
common in oncogenes compared to a set of genes with no association to 
cancer (1.23 to 1.30-fold enrichment), however, this enrichment tendency was 
not observed in a set of tumor suppressor genes. In oncogenes, the enrichment 
of silent mutations was seen near exon-intron boundaries suggesting that there 
is a selection for mutations in splicing factor-binding sites in pre-mRNA. 
These somatic mutations also seem to be reflected in transcript level variability 
when evaluated in RNA-sequencing data [156]. 
 
It has also been found that alternative splicing in certain genes can be linked to 
distinct histone modifications, which through a chromatin-binding protein 
recruits splicing regulators [157]. Interestingly, it has also been demonstrated 
that high levels of trimethylation of H3K9me3 is a feature of the alternative 
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exons in several genes, for example CD44. The chromodomain protein HP1� 
facilitates inclusion of the alternative exons in CD44 through a mechanism 
that slows down the RNA polymerase II elongation rate [158]. 
 
It is also known that splicing of the v5 exon in CD44 is regulated by the 
splicing factor Sam68 (KHDRBS1) in cooperation with the splicing 
coactivator SRm160 (SRRM1) [159, 160]. Recently, it was suggested that 
splicing of v10 seems to be regulated by hnRNP L [161]. Downregulation of 
the splicing factor epithelial splicing regulatory protein 1 (ESRP1), is proposed 
to promote the splicing of CD44s [162, 163].  
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Origins of mutations and structural variants 
in breast cancer 

Changes in the karyotype of cancer cells 

Several mechanisms are known to give rise to changes in the karyotype of cells 
in cancer, which could lead to deletions, inversions, translocations, and other 
types of complex rearrangements that result in aberrant fusions between 
disparate positions within and between nonhomologous chromosomes. 
Changes in copy numbers in the genome are also common and appear to be 
associated with genes that favor proliferation or survival in cancer. Many of 
these abbreviations derive from defects in the mitotic apparatus and its 
regulators, for example, centrosomes and proteins that are associated with 
connection of spindle fibers with chromosomal kinetochores [75]. 
 
Breakage-fusion-bridge can occur if two sister chromatids both have 
unprotected ends in terms of eroded telomeres and thus end-to-end fusion 
between the two chromatids is possible. During the anaphase of mitosis the 
fused sister chromatids form a bridge between the two poles of the mitotic 
spindle. Being pulled in opposite directions during chromosome segregation 
will cause the two sister chromatids to break apart from each other at some 
intervening point, resulting in two daughter cells with non-homologous 
chromosomes. This process can continue with a fusion to another atelomeric 
chromosome during subsequent mitosis and these breakage-fusion-bridge 
cycles usually results in genomic rearrangements in terms of translocations 
[164]. 
 
Nondisjunction means that the sister chromatids fail to separate during the 
chromosome segregation in mitosis. Consequently, one of the daughter cells 
may become haploid for this chromosome and the other cell triploid. Possibly, 
a chromatid may also fail to attach to the spindle fiber, which leads to loss of 
that chromosome in the daughter cell [75]. 
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Spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), is designed to halt the progress into 
anaphase if the spindle fibers are not properly attached to all kinetochores of 
all chromatids. However, in cancer cells this control mechanism does not work 
properly, and individual kinetochores can be associated with too many spindle 
fibers. For example, in merotely, one single chromatid becomes associated to 
spindle fibers in opposite directions, which could lead to aneuploidy 
karyotypes [75, 165, 166]. 

Introduction to DNA damage 

Traditionally, most research on DNA damage has been focused on the effect 
of exogenous carcinogenic compounds, but during the last decades it has been 
realized that also endogenous processes in the body eventually can lead to 
DNA damage. These are natural biochemical processes that unless efficiently 
repaired can lead to mutagenic events and can therefore be carcinogenic. 
Interestingly, it is actually believed that endogenous processes contribute to a 
much larger extent to development of cancer, compared to exogenous agents 
[75]. 
 
Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) is a group of enzymes that by linking of 
gluthathione to potential toxic electrophilic compounds protects the DNA 
against many carcinogens (both endogenous and exogenous agents). However, 
high levels of GSTs appears to have a role in drug resistance and inhibition of 
these enzymes could lead to sensitization of tumor cells to anticancer drugs 
[75, 167]. 

Endogenous DNA damage 

Depurination can be described as a loss of an adenine or a guanine base, and 
this is occurring in the presence of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. 
Depyrimidation includes loss of a thymine or cytosine base and is much less 
frequent than depurination. In one single human genome, the steady-state 
level of base-free nucleotides is estimated to range from 4000 to 50,000 [75]. 
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Deamination is a biochemical reaction that removes an amine group from a 
molecule and this occurs at all DNA bases, but at significantly different rates. 
The most common deamination reactions are 5-methylcytosine�thymine, 
which occurs at CpG dinucluotides and seems to be a natural process whose 
accumulated burden may be related to age and gives rise to C/G�T/A 
transitions [168]. Another less common deamination process is 
cytosine�uracil, which leads to either C/G�T/A or C/G�G/C base 
replacements, and is thought to be catalyzed by members of the cytidine 
deaminase family, including activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AICDA) 
which shows a preference for cytidines flanked by a 5� purine (A or G bases) 
[169], and the apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide 
(APOBEC) enzymes of which some show a preference for the TpC sequence 
context [170-172]. Adenine can also deaminate to hypoxanthine (but at a much 
lower rate than that of the cytosine deamination), which can give rise to 
A/T�G/C transitions during replication and moreover, guanine can 
occasionally deaminate to xanthine, but this appears to be a rare event [173, 
174]. 
 
Another source of endogenous DNA damaging agents are the free radical 
species (e.g. reactive oxygen and nitrogen oxide) that are generated as by-
products of normal cellular metabolism during inflammatory response and 
apoptosis, but also by exposure to exogenous ionizing radiation, and their 
interaction with DNA can give rise to many different oxidative DNA base 
lesions [175]. One of these is the 8-oxo-2�-deoxyguanosine lesion, which leads 
to G/C�T/A transversions in the context of GpGpG sequence [176]. 

Exogenous DNA damage 

Many different chemical compounds are known to cause DNA damage. 
However, often the specific signatures assigned to these compounds are not 
well known and therefore remain to be investigated [177]. 
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Intercalating agents such as benzo[a]pyrene, which is a carcinogen in cigarette 
smoke, give rise to exogenous DNA damage in terms of G/C�T/A 
transversions and have a preference for methylated CpG dinucleotides [178-
180]. Paradoxically, chemotherapeutic drugs can in some cases lead to a 
second cancer due to their DNA damaging properties. Drugs like the 
daunorubicin and epirubicin (anthracyclines) that are commonly used for 
cancer treatment could cause DNA damage by intercalation of double-
stranded DNA [181]. Furthermore, chemotherapeutic agents like 
cyclophosphamide and temozolomide give rise to C/G�T/A transitions that 
is caused by alkylation of guanine and formation of intrastrand and interstrand 
crosslinks [182, 183]. A similar mechanism of action appears to be valid also 
for cisplatin, which also could cause bulky adducts interfering with DNA 
replication [184, 185]. 
 
Physical damage could result in exogenous DNA damage and the most well 
known example is non-ionizing UV radiation, which affects pyrimidines (by 
formation of covalent bonds between neighboring pyrimidines) with a 
predominance for C/G�T/A mutations and also CC/GG�TT/AA double 
substitutions which are characteristic features of cutaneous cancers that are 
associated with UV exposure [186, 187]. 

Mutation signatures in breast cancer 

Previously, the most common way of describing somatic base substitutions was 
to use the mutational spectra of C/G�A/T, C/G�G/C, C/G�T/A, 
T/A�A/T, T/A�C/G and T/A�G/C, and as described above certain types 
of base replacements have been associated to both exogenous and endogenous 
DNA damage mutation patterns. However, it is also clear that the context of 
each type of base replacement is of importance [188], and has therefore been 
taken into consideration in more recent studies of various tumor types. 
Advances in high-throughput sequencing platforms have enabled analysis of 
large data sets of different tumor forms and by using computational methods it 
has been possible to define distinct mutational patterns and associate these to 
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different tumor types and underlying mechanisms of both exogenous and 
endogenous DNA damage [168, 171, 172]. 
 
In breast cancer, specific signatures for mutational processes have been 
suggested and the most common signatures (Signatures 1B, 2 and 3) involved 
C/G�T/A, C/G�G/C and C/G�A/T replacements with an overall 
prominence for C/G�T/A transitions [168]. Signature 1B is associated to age 
at diagnosis and this can be explained by C/G�T/A substitutions at CpG 
islands that inherently increase with age. Signature 2 is depicted by both 
C/G�T/A and C/G�G/C substitutions, and this pattern can be associated 
to mutagenic activity of APOBEC enzymes. Recently, it was proposed that 
breast tumors belonging to the HER2-enriched subtype often are characterized 
by the APOBEC mutational patterns in the context of the TpC sequence 
[171, 172]. Notably, Signature 3 is defined by an overall enrichment for C/G 
substitutions and this has been associated with cases harboring BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 mutations [168]. Two other less abundant mutational signatures 
(Signature 8 and 13), have also been associated with breast cancer and, 
similarly to Signature 2, Signature 13 could be associated to APOBEC editing 
activity, while Signature 8 was associated to C/G�A/T replacements with 
some extent of transcriptional strand bias [168] and could possibly be caused 
by free radicals species or ionizing radiation. 
 
Of the APOBEC enzymes, in vitro experiments support that APOBEC1, 
APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B could be involved in the mutational process of 
breast cancer [170, 189, 190]. The reason for this is largely unknown, but it is 
hypothesized that the immune response to exogenous viruses or 
retrotransposones leads to activation of APOBEC enzymes that subsequently 
results in chronic DNA damage [168]. The APOBEC enzyme family has also 
been proposed to have a role in localized substitution hypermutation in the 
genome, also termed kataegis (thunderstorm in Greek), characterized by 
clusters of C/G�T/A and C/G�G/C substitutions in the context of at 
TpCpN trinucleotides and is sometimes associated with genomic 
rearrangements [170]. 
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Repair mechanisms in DNA 

At DNA replication during the S-phase of the cell cycle, occasionally either 
incorrect or chemically altered bases are introduced in about 1 out of 105 

polymerized nucleotides. DNA bases can undergo chemical alterations either 
spontaneously or by chemical species or physical mutagens as described above. 
The proofreading mechanism (3’-5’ exonuclease activity) of DNA polymerase 
reduces the frequency of inadvertently introduced bases to about 1 out of 107 

nucleotides and hence they are not completely eliminated. However, these 
apparently random errors together with more specific endogenous and 
exogenous DNA damage are the reasons to why mechanisms for DNA repair 
are needed. 
 
Repair enzymes can restore chemically altered DNA bases and this can be 
described as enzyme-catalyzed reversal of the chemical reaction that initially 
introduced the modification. An example is the O6-methylguanine-DNA 
methyltransferase (MGMT), that removes ethyl and methyl adducts from 
guanine. Repression of the MGMT system could potentially have implications 
in treatment with chemotherapeutic drugs [75, 191]. 
 
Mismatch repair (MMR) is an excision repair process that primarily removes 
mismatched bases or insertion/deletion mispairs introduced in DNA during 
replication that was missed by the proofreading activity of the DNA 
polymerases, often in mono- or dinucleotide repeats. This lowers the mutation 
rate to about 1 per 109 nucleotides. Two components, MutS� (a heterodimer 
of MSH2 and MSH6) and MutL� (a heterodimer of MLH1 and PMS2) 
initiate the MMR repair. MutS� locates the actual mismatch and MutL� 
recognizes the recently synthesized strand by scanning for single-stranded nicks 
(possibly together with under-methylation of that strand). Excision of DNA 
occurs between the mismatch and a nearby nick by the MMR and is triggered 
by the MutL� complex. Subsequently the gap is repaired by DNA polymerase 
Pol �. Deficiencies in the MMR system results in a high mutation load in 
highly repeated sequences (i.e. microsatellite repeat sequences) in the genome, 
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a situation called microsatellite instability, which is prevalent in some cancers 
such as colorectal cancer but is rare in breast cancer [177, 192]. 
 
Base excision repair (BER) is initiated by DNA glycosylases, which recognizes a 
single or a few chemically altered or inappropriate bases. In the short patch 
repair of BER, e.g. uracil is removed from the deoxyribose-phosphate 
backbone of the DNA by uracil DNA-glycosylase (UNG), and results in an 
abasic site (AP, i.e. an apurinic or apyrimidinic site), which is cleaved by AP 
endonuclease and the 5�-deoxyribose-phosphate (dRP) residue is removed by a 
dRP lyase and the nucleotide gap is subsequently repaired (usually with a C) 
by DNA polymerase Pol � and ligase activity. After deamination of 5-methyl 
cytosine, the resulting T base can also be excised by a certain T/G DNA 
glycosylase. In the long patch repair of BER, the strand displacement 
polymerases Pol � or Pol � may extend the 3’ strand with 4-7 nucleotides, after 
AP endonuclease cleavage and initiation by Pol �. Base excision repair can for 
example correct deaminated, alkylated or oxidized bases (e.g. 8-oxo-2�-
deoxyguanosine). However, replication before completion of repair potentially 
leads to introduction of mutations [174, 177, 193]. 
 
Nucleotide excision repair (NER) can remove various helix distortion lesions 
introduced by for example cisplatin or repair damage caused by ultraviolet 
radiation at dipyrimidine sites and is recognized either during global genome 
repair (by XPC-RAD23B) or during transcription. The helicases XPB or XPD 
unwinds the DNA and the damaged oligonucleotide lesion is cut by 
exonuclease and then the introduced nucleotide gap (27-29 nucleotides) is 
filled by typically Pol � or Pol �. When nucleotide excision repair is coupled to 
transcription (transcription coupled repair, TCR), a DNA lesion has stalled the 
transcription and hence the DNA damage is more efficiently repaired on the 
transcribed strand than on the non-transcribed strand, and this result in so-
called transcriptional strand bias [177, 194]. 
 
Error-prone repair occurs during replication when an advancing replication 
fork encounters an unrepaired DNA lesion, and several error-prone human 
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DNA polymerases (or bypass polymerases) are responsible for this. Some 
polymerases can synthesize nucleotides to a growing strand, even if the 
complementary strand is missing, and another type can extend the DNA 
strand using a misincorporated base as primer. A third type of enzyme can 
incorporate a base when the corresponding base on the opposite strand carries 
a bulky adduct. Seemingly, the error-prone repair does not always restore the 
wild-type nucleotide sequences [75, 195]. 
  
Homology-directed repair (HDR) (also termed homologous recombination-
mediated repair, HR) is also an alternative for DSB repair, which occurs in late 
S or G2 phase of the cell cycle, when a double-stranded copy (i.e. a sister 
chromatid) of the sequence is available. For example, a nick on the template 
strand (causing DSB) leading to a collapse of the replication fork during 
replication can induce homology-directed repair. HDR begins with resection 
by an exonuclease of one of the two DNA strands, at each of the ends formed 
by a double-strand DNA (dsDNA) break (5´ends). Subsequently, strand 
invasion by each of the resulting single DNA strands (3´ends) of the 
complementary sequences in the unwound sister chromatid occurs. This is 
followed by strand extension in a 5´-to-3´-direction by DNA polymerase and 
release of the newly synthesized strands that then are paired, ligated and, after 
the repair, the helix is reconstructed. Initiation of HDR can also occur by 
covalent inter-strand cross-links in the DNA or be triggered by stalling of the 
replication fork due to a bulky adduct on the leading strand. Hence, the 
lagging strand is used as template strand during repair, eventually leading to 
replication fork restart and bypass of the bulky adduct lesion [75, 196, 197]. 
 
Non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) is another type of homology-
directed repair of dsDNA breaks that can occur between two DNA loci with 
high sequence similarity, which are not alleles. It has been demonstrated that 
low copy repeats (LCRs or segmental duplications) or transposable elements 
(TEs) can mediate especially recurrent deletions and translocations by non-
allelic homologous recombination [198, 199]. 
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Non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) repairs DNA double-strand breaks most 
often in the G1 phase of the cell cycle (i.e. when the sister chromatids are not 
available) by utilizing microhomologies at the free ends of the DNA strands to 
guide in the repair process. These microhomologies are often present in single-
stranded overhangs on the ends of double-strand breaks and if they are 
perfectly matched, the break could be repaired correctly. However, ionizing 
radiation or enzymes that cleave DNA usually result in degradation at the 
DNA break and, therefore, it cannot be directly ligated. Instead, end-
trimming and synthesis of new bases are crucial, but can potentially give rise to 
mutations (often small insertions and deletions of 1-4 bp) or even 
translocations. NHEJ is also initiated upon telomere de-protection to promote 
the formation of chromosome end-to-end fusions. In NHEJ repair, the Ku70–
Ku80 heterodimer binds to DNA ends and recruits several factors like the 
DNA-PKcs–Artemis nuclease and DNA polymerases µ and 	. These proteins 
process the broken ends in preparation for ligation by DNA ligase IV–XRCC4 
[177, 196, 200, 201]. 
 
Microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) can also repair double strand 
breaks by using pairing of microhomologous sequences (5-25 nucleotides). 
But unlike NHEJ, this mechanism is independent of the Ku proteins. MMEJ 
is an error-prone pathway and always results in deletions of variable size and is 
frequently associated to chromosome translocations [201, 202]. 
 
Interestingly, a certain type of chromosome shattering was discovered a few 
years ago, “chromothripsis”, and this phenomenon can be described as localized 
firestorm-like densities of chromosomal rearrangements including deletions, 
tandem duplications and inversions [203]. It is believed that chromothripsis 
arise at a single catastrophic chromosome breakage event and that perhaps 
non-homologous end joining or microhomology-mediated end joining repairs 
the damage, however, far from error-free [203, 204]. 
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DNA repair proteins deficiencies and implications for therapy 

The BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are often mutated in breast cancer, both in 
hereditary tumors through germ-line mutations with loss of the second allele 
and in sporadic tumors through somatic mutations. These two genes are 
involved in various DNA repair mechanisms and are both often found in large 
protein complexes together with other proteins like RAD50/Mre11 and 
RAD51 in the cell nucleus. These complexes have been shown to cluster at 
stalled replication forks and at dsDNA breaks [205-207]. Moreover, genetic 
deficiencies in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes can lead to chromosomal 
translocations due to improperly repaired dsDNA breaks mediated by other 
repair mechanisms which are less accurate than HDR, and eventually can lead 
to breast or ovarian cancer.  
 
Therefore, targeted therapies directed against these types of alternate repair 
mechanisms seem to be an efficient strategy in the treatment of patients. Poly 
(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors are used for this purpose in 
advanced cancer (e.g. olaparib) [208, 209]. Various mechanisms on how these 
inhibitors target the cells have been suggested [210, 211]. For example, since 
the PARP1 protein repairs single-strand breaks (nicks) in the DNA, inhibition 
of this process could lead to dsDNA breaks that eventually kill the cell. A more 
recent study suggests that PARP inhibitors initiates trapped PARP protein-
DNA complexes and are therefore highly toxic since the DNA replication is 
blocked; moreover, the potency of trapping differs a lot when comparing 
different inhibitors [212]. It has also been proposed that after stalling of 
replication forks, PARP in combination with homology directed repair are 
essential to restart the replication [213]. Another chemotherapeutic drug that 
has shown promising results in the neo-adjuvant treatment of patients with 
BRCA1 mutations is cisplatin, and this drug could possibly be used in 
advanced disease together with PARP-inhibitors [214, 215]. 
 
Breast cancers arising in BRCA1 mutation carriers are often characterized by a 
triple-negative phenotype [216]. However, BRCA1 is infrequently mutated in 
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sporadic triple-negative tumors. Instead alternative mechanisms for 
suppression of BRCA1 in triple-negative tumors have been suggested such as 
promoter hypermethylation [217, 218], which would implicate that other 
tumors of this subtype would benefit from therapy with PARP-inhibitors and 
cisplatin. Interestingly, overexpression of HORMAD1 in tumors seems to 
select for patients that respond well to this type of treatment. High expression 
of HORMAD1 was suggested to diminish the homology-directed repair 
mechanism through suppression of the BRCA1-associated protein RAD51 
[219]. 
 
Moreover, in cells with compromised homology-directed repair subjected for 
DNA damage, the DNA repair pathway is sometimes replaced by the more 
error-prone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), and therefore, targeting of 
the polymerase responsible for NHEJ could be a therapeutic approach. 
Recently, it was shown that the polymerase Pol � (encoded by POLQ) is active 
in this process and that inhibition of that enzyme suppresses alternative NHEJ 
at dysfunctional telomeres and hinders chromosomal translocations at non-
telomeric loci [220, 221].  
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The concept of circulating tumor DNA  

Circulating cell-free DNA  

The existence of circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) was first described in 
1948 [222]. In 1977, cfDNA was reported to be elevated in breast cancer 
patients [223], and studies in the coming decade further associated cfDNA to 
the stage of malignant disease in several cancer types. The clinical relevance 
was further corroborated by the detection of mutated RAS genes in the blood 
of cancer patients in 1994 [224, 225], establishing conclusively the tumor cell 
origin of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA). In 1997, circulating fetal DNA 
was discovered and is now widely used as a prenatal based non-invasive 
diagnostic method with high sensitivity and specificity [226-228]. Fractional 
concentrations in maternal plasma seem to be between 3-6% and immediately 
following delivery, the half-life is less than 1 hour [229-231]. The circulating 
fetal DNA is highly fragmented and the most common length is around 166 
bp, while maternal circulating DNA seems to contain longer fragments [232, 
233]. 
 
Circulating cell-free DNA can originate both from normal and tumor cells 
and herein, tumor specific cell-free DNA is termed ctDNA and cfDNA refer 
to cell-free DNA derived from normal cells. Importantly, healthy individuals 
always have normal cfDNA in the blood, and cancer patients can have ctDNA 
mixed with cfDNA in different fractions. The mechanisms behind the 
appearance of cfDNA or ctDNA in the blood are not fully understood, but it 
can probably be derived from both apoptotic and necrotic cells and possibly it 
can also be released by living cells [234] (Figure 2). It is known that degraded 
ssDNA and dsDNA are present in exosomes representing the genomic DNA, 
which are likely to be detected in blood after release from both normal and 
tumor cells [235, 236]. Moreover, during apoptosis endogenous endonuclease 
activity leads to excision of nucleosome chains of chromatin DNA and this 
results in fragments of approximately 180 bp and multiplies thereof [237], 
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which partly consists of “linker DNA” that joins adjacent nucleosomes [238]. 
DNA from necrotic cells appears to vary more in length compared to DNA 
from apoptotic cells [238]. Recently, it was shown in hepatocellular carcinoma 
that the relative abundance of fragments <166 bp was higher in ctDNA 
compared to cfDNA which suggests that these fragments were derived from 
the process of apoptosis. However, it was also found that fragments <166 bp 
could consist of mitochondrial DNA [239]. Moreover, longer ctDNA 
fragments of ≥166 bp were observed in the same study, in particular if the 
fraction of ctDNA was low. Notably, hepatocellular carcinoma often carries 
distinct genomic aberrations, which were used to distinguish between ctDNA 
and cfDNA [225, 240]. 
 

Figure 2. Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) can be detected in blood of cancer patients and
contains tumor-specific sequences with mutations or chromosomal rearrangements. The 
ctDNA origins from apoptotic or necrotic cells, or could possibly be released from living 
cells. Monitoring of the ctDNA levels in the blood can be utilized for diagnostic purposes or 
as a tool for investigation of therapy response. 
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Due to the intrinsic heterogeneity in breast cancer, identification of ctDNA is 
more challenging. There are indications that the integrity of ctDNA is reduced 
in patients with breast malignancies [241] and an enrichment of the size range 
between 85-250 bp has been observed [242, 243]. However, also larger 
fragment sizes seem to be present in ctDNA [244]. After size fractionation of 
different molecular DNA weights (<1000 bp versus >1000 bp) from breast 
cancer blood samples, the shorter fragments were enriched for ctDNA, 
indicating that cfDNA in general contains longer fragments than cfDNA 
[245]. Differences in size distribution comparing cfDNA and ctDNA have 
also been observed in other tumor forms [246]. 
 
Moreover, when comparing different types of solid tumors, the fractions of 
ctDNA (compared to cfDNA) seem to vary considerably, with very low levels 
detected in glioblastoma [247]. The half-time of ctDNA has been reported to 
be less than two hours for colon cancer patients [248, 249]. Still, more 
detailed knowledge about the source, sizing, and clearance rate of ctDNA in 
different types of tumors is needed. For example, studies on cfDNA and 
ctDNA length may be confounded by differences in source (e.g. plasma versus 
serum) and the degree of normal cell lysis during preparation, which can 
falsely increase the level of background wildtype sequence as well as high 
molecular weight DNA. 

Liquid biopsies 

Liquid biopsies are non-invasive blood tests that could detect either ctDNA 
that is shed into the blood or circulating tumor cells (CTCs). A bone marrow 
sample could also be considered as a liquid biopsy, in which detection of 
disseminated tumor cells (DTCs) adds information on the prognosis for 
patients with early breast cancer and possibly on the efficacy of adjuvant 
therapy [250, 251]. However, in clinical practice, bone marrow aspirations are 
associated with more risks and inconvenience for the patient compared to a 
simple blood test and there is also a need for a standardized protocol for 
analysis of DTCs [252]. 
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CTCs are cells from a primary or metastatic tumor that have entered the 
bloodstream. Detection of CTCs can be either label-dependent or label-
independent. Methods that utilize the label-dependent enrichment (e.g. the 
benchmark CellSearch system), usually defines CTCs as positive for epithelial 
cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) and these cells are magnetically separated 
fromm whole blood [253]. The presence of CTC in peripheral blood can be 
associated with a poorer prognosis for both early and metastatic breast cancer 
[254, 255]. The presence of CTCs as an indicator for disease progression after 
one cycle of initial therapy, followed by switch of chemotherapy seem to have 
no effect on survival or time to progression [256]. Moreover, not all epithelial 
tumor cells stain positive for EpCAM and these will be missed by the 
CellSearch system. Therefore additional markers for CTCs are needed [257]. 
Conversely, the label-independent detection is based on invasive capacity, size 
and density selection, but these methods are presently not widely used [253]. 
 
In the last years, quantification and genetic analysis of ctDNA isolated from 
blood samples have arisen as promising tools for examination of the disease 
state in cancer patients. The concentration of ctDNA seems to reflect the 
tumor burden, and moreover, the presence of druggable mutations can be 
determined at diagnosis. By monitoring patients during therapy acquired 
resistance mutations can be detected [258-261]. In a recent study it was also 
observed that ctDNA is often present, even if no circulating tumor cells were 
identified [247]. 

ctDNA as a predictive biomarker 

On average, the total levels of circulating DNA are higher in patients 
diagnosed with primary breast cancer compared to healthy controls [262]. 
Moreover, the fractions of ctDNA found in blood are significantly higher in 
metastatic breast cancer patients compared to patients with localized disease 
[242, 247]. 
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It is well established that all breast tumors harbor genetic aberrations, both in 
terms of mutations and genomic rearrangements [53, 54, 263, 264] and these 
have been utilized to detect ctDNA in breast cancer patients [260]. For 
example, it has been demonstrated that tumor specific rearrangements can be 
used to confirm the diagnosis of metastatic disease in breast cancer patients by 
blood sample analysis [260, 265]. In these studies, the rearrangements were 
identified by next-generation sequencing of DNA isolated from primary 
tumors followed by confirmation of breakpoints by PCR and sometimes the 
exact breakpoints were derived by sequencing of PCR amplicons at base-pair 
resolution. Quantitative real-time PCR or digital PCR was applied to get 
estimations on the concentration of ctDNA in blood plasma. 
 
In metastatic breast cancer, whole exome sequencing has also been used to 
compare the characteristics of plasma derived ctDNA to DNA isolated from a 
synchronous tumor specimens, showing similarities in both copy number 
estimations and mutational analysis [259]. The allele frequencies of selected 
mutations were also followed over time and certain mutations appeared to be 
selected for during therapy. Moreover, a second whole exome analysis during 
the clinical course revealed mutations that possibly are associated with therapy 
resistance. This study demonstrates the feasibility of using mutational 
screening of ctDNA as a monitoring tool during therapy. Similar conclusions 
could be drawn in another study by monitoring of somatic genetic alterations 
in multiple plasma samples during targeted therapy in a patient with 
metastatic breast cancer [266]. 
 
In another study on metastatic breast cancer both targeted screening of 
mutations in recurrently mutated genes and whole genome sequencing to 
identify structural variants were performed to find tumor-specific variants 
suitable for ctDNA monitoring [267]. The selection of mutations or structural 
variants was based on genetic aberrations detected either in the primary tumor 
or from a site of metastatic disease. To investigate the disease state, 
quantification of ctDNA isolated from plasma was performed at multiple time 
points by using digital PCR and in a majority of cases decreased levels of 
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ctDNA was a sign on response to treatment. The prognostic value of 
increasing levels of ctDNA (over time) was found to be significant and showed 
an advantage over the enumeration of CTCs and the levels of the protein 
marker CA15-3. 
 
A recent study demonstrated that circulating ctDNA, identified as point 
mutations or genetic rearrangements, could be detected in about 85% of 
patients with metastatic breast cancer and in about half of patients with 
localized disease by using digital PCR [247]. Moreover, across different types 
of cancers it was shown that the concentration of cfDNA similarly increased 
with stage of the disease. Thus, by using larger volumes of plasma to increase 
the amount of input ctDNA in digital PCR analyses, it is likely that higher 
percentages of patients with different stages of breast cancer could be 
monitored by detection of ctDNA. 
 
To summarize, the methodologies described above could likely be used for 
monitoring of therapy response and to elucidate underlying mechanisms of 
resistance to therapy. Moreover, analysis of ctDNA could likely be used for 
early detection of advanced breast cancer and as a prognostic tool for patients 
with breast cancer. Analysis of ctDNA has been successfully used to monitor 
the disease state in other tumor forms, which further demonstrates its clinical 
promise [249, 268]. 
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Aims of the thesis 
 
 
The general aim of the thesis was to better characterize breast cancer on 
transcriptomic and genomic levels by investigating RNA splicing and 
mutations in tumors and the dynamics of circulating tumor DNA in blood.  
 
Paper I: To study mRNA levels of CD44 isoforms in breast tumors and to 
correlate expression of respective isoform to molecular subtypes, clinical 
characteristics, and cancer stem cell phenotypes. 
 
Paper II: To identify characteristic somatic mutations in a panel of basal-like 
breast cancer cell lines and to investigate the base replacement patterns and the 
genomic context of the mutations. 
 
Paper III: To investigate the potential in using detection of tumor-specific 
chromosomal rearrangements present in circulating tumor DNA as a tool for 
early detection of symptom-free metastatic breast cancer and to evaluate its 
utility as a prognostic marker.  
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Considerations of appended papers  
 

Overview of the main methods 

Real-time PCR 

Real-time PCR was developed as a method that continuously measures the 
rate of accumulation of amplified DNA during the PCR, which gives the 
ability to quantify the amount of DNA during the exponential phase of the 
PCR when none of the components of the reactions are limiting. Previously, 
different end-point methods were used to quantify the accumulated amount of 
DNA after a polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Since the yield of the amplified 
product might be influenced by small amounts of inhibitors and that the 
primers used at amplification could affect the efficiency of the PCR, these 
prior methods are now often regarded as unreliable for DNA quantification 
[269].  
 
Using the real-time PCR technique, it is feasible to compare the efficiency 
between assays and to further optimize the PCR reaction. Real-time PCR can 
be used to quantify the abundance of particular DNA or RNA sequences, 
mutations or single nucleotide polymorphisms in for example clinical samples 
[269]. There are several different manufactures of the real-time PCR 
instruments, but in principal, they all use the same technology including 
detection of fluorescence in separate wells. In Paper I, we used the Rotor-Gene 
instrument from Corbett Life Science, which utilize centrifugal rotary design 
to minimize temperature gradients during the PCR.  
 
To analyze real-time PCR data the manufacturer of the instrument usually 
provides a software program designed for this purpose. In such software, the 
baseline is defined as the accumulating fluorescent signal in the initial PCR 
cycles, which are considered to be beneath the limit of detection of the 
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instrument. The ∆Rn values measure the increment of fluorescent signal at 
each time point, and are usually plotted versus the cycle number. A threshold 
has to be set on the basis of the baseline variability and it should be adjusted to 
include the region of exponential phase in the amplification. The first signal 
that is detected above the threshold for a sample is considered as a real signal 
and is defined as the threshold cycle (Ct). The Ct values are used in further 
calculations for processing of real-time PCR data. Importantly, in 
quantification assays (e.g. gene expression) the relative abundance in a sample 
is often calculated compared to a reference sample. To compensate for 
different amounts of input template, one or more endogenous controls must 
also be used. It is important that the endogenous controls are equally expressed 
(or abundant) within all analyzed samples. Gene expression analysis using real-
time PCR is often referred to as real-time RT-PCR (reverse transcription 
polymerase chain reaction), since it includes a reverse transcription step 
converting mRNA into complementary DNA (cDNA) [270]. In Paper I, real-
time RT-PCR was used to calculate the relative abundance of different 
isoforms of the CD44 molecule in different subtypes of breast tumors by using 
the delta-delta Ct method [271].  
 
Another option for real-time PCR quantification is to use the standard curve 
method (including samples of known concentrations). The standard curve 
could be used to determine the absolute abundance of a sequence in a sample 
of an unknown concentration. However, the latter method is not suitable for 
high-throughput screening studies [270].  

Droplet digital PCR 

Digital PCR (dPCR) is a more recent technique for quantification of target 
sequences of interest. The method works by partitioning the input sample into 
numerous of individual PCR reactions, and only a fraction of these reactions 
will contain the target molecule (positive signal) while others will not (no 
signal; negative), which means that the read-out for each partition after the 
PCR reactions essentially is binary, i.e. digital [272]. In Paper III we have used 
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the Bio-Rad QX100 Droplet Digital PCR (ddPCR) instrumentation [273] for 
detection of low abundance tumor-specific DNA sequences in plasma samples 
from breast cancer patients.  
 
Similar to a real-time PCR experiment, primers in combination with a labeled 
oligonucleotide probe are used in the setup of digital droplet reactions. 
However, the input sample is now divided into approximately 20,000 
nanoliter-sized droplets by water-oil emulsion technology using the QX100 
Droplet Generator. The droplets are then transferred to a 96-well plate and 
the PCR can be run in a regular high-performance thermal cycler. Following 
PCR amplification, which only occurs in droplets containing target DNA, the 
plate containing the droplets is placed in a QX100 Droplet Reader. The 
autosampler of the droplet reader picks up the droplets from each well of the 
PCR plate, and each droplet is spaced out individually for fluorescence 
reading. The detection system is two-color based (set to detect FAM and HEX 
[or VIC]) which enables multiplexed reactions if desired [273].  
 
Because the partitioning of the PCR reaction, and thus the target templates, 
into droplets is random and follows a Poisson distribution, the count of 
positive and negative droplets can be used to calculate the absolute number of 
target molecules in the sample. Therefore, there is no need for an endogenous 
control or standard curves. Advantages of sample partitioning in combination 
with a digital read-out, are that factors like amplification efficiency and PCR 
inhibitors are of less importance. The digital droplet technology is suitable for 
quantification of absolute mRNA concentrations or absolute copy numbers of 
DNA in for example tumor specimens. Moreover the method gives a very 
good specificity and sensitivity at detection of low abundance molecules [273]. 
In Paper III, to enhance assay sensitivity and specificity and also reduce the 
need for per-assay optimization of thermocycling conditions, we designed a 
touchdown-PCR protocol [274], where the annealing temperature was 
decreased for every subsequent cycle in the initial part of the PCR program. 
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Probe technologies used in real-time PCR and digital droplet 
PCR 

Both in the setup of a real-time PCR and in a digital PCR experiment, primers 
in combination with a labeled oligonucleotide probe are used. The probe 
consists of a single stranded sequence complementary to one of the strands in 
the targeted sequence. The probe usually consists of a fluorescent group at its 
5’-end (e.g. fluorescein, FAM) and a quenching group at its 3’-end (e.g. 
tetramethylrhodamine, TAMRA). These two molecules have overlapping 
emission-absorption spectra, which means that the emission from FAM after 
excitement can be absorbed by TAMRA. However, the efficiency of this 
process is strictly dependent on the distance between the two molecules. 
During the PCR, the primers and probe binds to the amplicon during at each 
annealing step. During the elongation step, the probe is displaced at the 5’-end 
and subsequently the end with the fluorophore is cleaved by a taq polymerase. 
The probe is degraded and the fluorescence can be detected from FAM since 
the quenching effect of TAMRA is gone. The accumulation of DNA during 
PCR can be measured in real-time by detecting the fluorescence emitted from 
the degraded probes, whereas in digital PCR the post-PCR fluorescence 
emission is used as a read-out [270]. 
 
The TaqMan probe from Life Technologies is one example of a double-dye 
oligonucleotide probe that can be designed by using different fluorophores and 
quenchers. Traditionally, FAM has been used as fluorophore and TAMRA as 
quencher in this type of probe [270]. The TaqMan MGB probe is a further 
development of the original TaqMan probe and is always labeled with a non-
fluorescent quencher (NFQ) at the 3’-end conjugated to a minor groove 
binder. The 5’-end can be labeled with different fluorophores, as for example 
FAM or VIC. Due to formation of stable duplexes with the template, the 
minor groove binder increases the melting temperature (Tm), allowing the use 
of shorter probes (<13 bp) [275]. In Paper I, TaqMan MGB probes were used 
(after reverse transcription of mRNA) in different exon-exon spanning assays 
to detect different isoforms of the CD44 gene. 
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Another type of probe system utilizes a double-quenched probe (provided by 
Integrated DNA Technologies), which has an internal quencher (ZEN) in 
close proximity (9 bp) to the 5’-end in addition to the 3’-end quencher (Iowa 
Black FQ) [276], and the 5’-end is labeled with the fluorophore (e.g FAM). 
This type of quenching is designed to give a lower background level of 
fluorescence. This probe system was successfully used in Paper III, by using 
the similar guidelines as recommended for the TaqMan probe design. The 
double-quenched probes generally need to be between 18-30 bp to have an 
optimal Tm. This issue is worth taking into consideration since a shorter probe 
length simplify the assay design of small amplicons, which means that the 
TaqMan MGB probe design could be an alternative choice for detection of 
short DNA fragments that is a common feature for circulating tumor DNA. 
However, in large-scale projects the double-quenched probes are considerably 
more affordable compared to the TaqMan MGB probe. 

DNA sequencing 

In 1977, a DNA sequencing technology was introduced that would 
revolutionize molecular biology and cancer research, the “Sanger” sequencing 
method [277]. Named after inventor, Fred Sanger who won his second Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry in 1980 for this work, the method utilizes modified di-
deoxynucleotidetriphosphates (ddNTPs) lacking a 3'-OH group, which 
terminate the DNA strand elongation during PCR. Originally, four different 
PCR reactions per sample were needed, including only one out of four 
possible modified ddNTPs (ddATP, ddGTP, ddCTP or dTTP) per reaction, 
in addition to ordinary PCR reagents. This results in a number of DNA 
fragments of varying length in each reaction. By using gel electrophoresis, 
PCR products of different sizes can be separated and the DNA sequence can 
be resolved with respect to the relative positions of the different bands.  
 
Later, the technology has developed into using various fluorescent tags to 
separate signals from different bases (dye-terminator sequencing), which 
means that one reaction is sufficient per sample [278, 279]. Automated multi-
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sample sequencing instruments have been developed that utilize capillary 
electrophoresis for size separation, detection and recording of fluorescence 
results in chromatograms with individual peaks for each base in the sequence 
of interest [280]. A commonly used automated Sanger sequencing instrument 
is the ABI 3730xl from Life Technologies that has a 96-capillary array format 
and is capable of producing up to 96 kb in a 3 hour run, and fragments up to 
900 bp can be sequenced. Sanger sequencing was used in the human genome 
project (HUGO) that sequenced the entire human genome and took several 
years to finish [281]. In Paper II, Sanger sequencing was used for validation of 
novel candidate mutations in different breast cancer cell lines.  

High-throughput DNA sequencing  

In 2007 Illumina Inc. acquired the company Solexa that had developed and 
commercialized the sequencing by synthesis (SBS) technology for short-read 
sequencing on a solid substrate. In 2008 Illumina released the Genome 
Analyzer II, and in 2009 announced a service for sequencing a human genome 
for $48000. Progressively, the cost of sequencing has been decreasing 
significantly and in 2014 Illumina launched machines that can sequence a 
whole genome for about $1000. Today, the Illumina sequencing technology is 
dominating the market of high-throughput sequencing and this technology 
has enabled generation of whole genome, exome, and RNA sequencing data in 
different types of large-scale studies. 
  
The performance of Illumina sequencing varies depending on which 
sequencing system that is used. The Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx, can 
generate up to 95 GB of data in two weeks and in Paper II, this machine was 
used. In more recently developed machines, such as the HiSeq 2000 and 
HiSeq 2500 which were used in Paper III, generation of 300 GB data of reads 
up to 2×250 bp in one single run is possible. The HiSeq X Ten system 
launched last year can yield up to 1800 GB of data of reads up to 2×150 bp in 
a run that takes about 3 days. The MiSeq is an instrument that is more suited 
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for small-scale projects like targeted re-sequencing with potential clinical 
utility and which require a rapid run time. 
 
After preparation of the input sample, a clustering step is included in the 
Illumina workflow where single stranded molecules in the library are 
hybridized to oligonucleotides attached to the glass surface of a sequencing 
flow cell [282]. The complementary strand of the hybridized strand is 
synthesized by a polymerase and the original template is denatured and washed 
away. There are two types of oligonucleotides attached to the surface, and 
during a step called bridge amplification, the free end of the newly synthesized 
strand falls over and attaches to the second type of oligonucleotide. Then the 
complementary strand is synthesized to form a dsDNA bridge. The two 
strands are denatured and the amplification process is repeated under 
isothermal conditions until a dense clonal cluster has formed. Subsequently, 
each cluster of dsDNA bridges is denatured, and the reverse strand is removed, 
leaving only the forward strand. In total, millions of clusters are formed, each 
cluster representing a single molecule in the original sample library.  
 
At sequencing, a primer is hybridized to the forward strand, by binding to the 
adaptor added during the sample preparation. Illumina utilize sequencing by 
synthesis (SBS) technology, which means that a reversible terminator that is 
fluorescently labeled and bound to each dNTP is imaged, before it is cleaved 
to allow incorporation of the next base. All four terminator-bound dNTPs are 
present during each sequencing cycle to minimize incorporation bias. This 
method seems to handle homopolymer regions better than the 454 sequencing 
technology and the sequencing errors appears to be less frequent (1 
substitution per 1000 bases) [283]. 
 
In Paper II, we sequenced matched tumor-normal cell line samples covering 
6.5 Mbases of respective genome, including exons and flanking regions of 
1237 genes. These regions were captured by using a custom SureSelect library 
together with the SureSelect target enrichment system from Agilent 
Technologies. First, the genomic DNA of the samples was sheared to an 
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average length of 180 bp followed by end-repair, dA-tailing and ligation of 
sequencing adaptors. Then size selection was done using Agencourt AMPure 
beads from Beckman Coulter to keep only fragments between 200-350 bp and 
PCR amplification of the adaptor-ligated genomic DNA was performed. The 
SureSelect library was used to capture the sequence of interest by hybridization 
of biotinylated cRNA baits of 120 bp in length to the targeted regions of 
genomic DNA. The targeted regions can then be selected by using magnetic 
streptavidin beads followed by PCR amplification and quantification before 
sequencing of the DNA.  
 
The SureSelect system is also available as pre-designed libraries including all 
human exons and selected panels of for example cancer related genes. Other 
strategies for enrichment of DNA regions of interest are the SeqCap EZ 
Libraries from Roche NimbleGen that includes options for targeting whole 
exome, miRNA exons, untranslated regions or custom regions. Moreover, 
Illumina provides whole exome capturing kits and different cancer panels for 
targeted enrichment [284, 285]. It is not a trivial task to make a comparison 
between these different systems since many different parameters have to be 
considered like the sensitivity, sequencing depth, targeted sequence, density 
and length of baits as well as the quality of input DNA. The technology is still 
under continuous development, but it has been indicated that overlapping 
baits originally used by SeqCap EZ cover the largest fraction of the targeted 
regions with the least amount of sequencing. In Paper II, an end-to-end design 
was used, but if the study was to be repeated today an overlapping design 
would have been preferred. Conversely, the detection of indels could be more 
efficient using baits of approximately 120 bp (as for SureSelect), whereas, 
SeqCap EZ bait lengths varies between 55-105 bp. The selection of database 
used for bait design could also influence which regions that are covered, as the 
definition of coding sequence differs between the RefSeq and Ensembl 
databases [284].     
 
In Paper III, whole-genome sequencing was performed on specimens from 20 
patients and the TruSeq DNA Sample Preparation Kit from Illumina was used 
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for library construction. In short, the genomic DNA samples (2.4 �g of each) 
were first sheared to an average of 700 bp by using the S220 Focused 
Ultrasonicator Instrument from Covaris and 1 �g of each sample was used 
for library preparation followed by end repair, dA-tailing and ligation of paired 
end sequencing adaptors (TruSeq DNA adaptors). Each library was size 
separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and fragments between 550 and 950 
bp were cut out and purified prior to PCR amplification. To increase the 
physical coverage, and thus the sensitivity to detect rearrangements for a given 
sequencing depth, the desired fragment length was increased significantly 
compared to the original protocol. In later versions of the protocol provided 
by Illumina, the PCR amplification has been omitted and size selection beads 
provided to replace the gel-based size-selection. These changes in protocol 
lower the hands-on time and also reduce biases introduced by PCR (i.e. in 
G/C-rich regions). 

Analysis of sequencing data 

The next generation sequencing methodology easily generates massive 
amounts of sequencing data, which means that the flow of data analysis has 
changed considerably since the Sanger sequencing era. Today both 
computational resources and bioinformatics expertise are necessary to perform 
these often large-scale projects. In total, DNA sequencing can give information 
on point mutations, indels, copy number variation and structural variants 
(Figure 3). 
 
In Study II, the mutational analysis of next-generation sequencing data can be 
divided into the following main steps: read alignment, deduplication of reads, 
realignment and recalibration, variant calling, filtering of the called variants 
and determination of somatic variants. For alignment, we used the Burrows-
Wheeler aligner (bwa) [286], which is a fast and accurate tool for alignment of 
short reads to the reference genome and it can handle alignment of gapped 
sequences. Picard Tools (http://picard.sourceforge.net/) was used to flag reads 
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with identical mapping positions (i.e. deduplication), likely to be PCR 
duplicates introduced before sequencing.  
 
These are ignored in further analysis to reduce the impact of amplification 
biases in PCR. In the next steps, the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) was 
used [287]. First, local realignment around indels was performed since indels 
within reads often lead to false positive SNPs at the end of sequence reads. To 
prevent this artifact, local realignment around indels is done using the local 
realignment tool in GATK. Next base quality score recalibration was 
performed for adjustment of the sequencing base quality scores. The variant 
calling of SNPs and indels were done with Unified Genotyper followed by 
variant filtering according to GATK v3 best practices recommendations. 
Unified Genotyper defined the genotypes in the tumor respective normal 
samples, and only variants homozygous for the reference allele in the normal 
sample and variants hetero- or homozygous for the variant allele in the tumor 
were considered as somatic. The informative read depths for the normal and 
tumor sample, respectively, were used to define “high confidence” somatic 
variants. Annovar was used to annotate all somatic variants for the tumor 
[288]. 
 

 
Figure 3. Genomic aberrations detected in next-generation DNA sequencing data. Often 
mutation screening is performed by using targeted resequencing at an average coverage 
>100x, and both point mutations and smaller indels can be detected in analysis of this type 
of data. Whole genome sequencing at significantly lower coverage can be used for 
detection of larger indels, amplifications and chromosomal rearrangements. 
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Copy number variation (CNVs) was derived by the CONTRA software using 
realigned data (see above) with matched tumor-normal samples as input. 
Minor modifications to default settings were done to improve the resolution at 
exon level [289]. 
 
In Paper III, alignment was performed with Novoalign from Novocraft 
Technologies, which is a highly accurate commercial mapping software. Soft-
clipping was used to preserve reads that may contain sequences specific for 
translocations (i.e. only a part of the read was aligned to the reference 
genome). Deduplication was performed as described above. To identify 
chromosomal rearrangements, BreakDancer [290] was used with default 
options for discordant read-pairs (to predict translocations, duplications, 
inversions and deletions). Discordant read-pairs in predicted translocations 
were re-aligned to the reference genome using Novoalign, using an exhaustive 
re-alignment step. Discordant read pairs of translocations that became 
concordant after this step were discarded. To minimize the false-positive rate 
of predicted translocations, filtering on repetitive regions and sequence gaps 
(in the reference genome) and distance between ends of reads was performed. 
Moreover, rearrangements detected also in other tumors or normal samples 
were removed as they were assumed to represent likely false alignments or 
germline events. 
 
To facilitate the primer design for short amplicons (due to fragmented 
ctDNA), the Splitseq pipeline was developed which utilize the potential 
breakpoint sequences in soft-clipped reads and also searches for these 
sequences in unmapped reads to finally reconstruct the exact breakpoint 
sequence, if possible.  
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Summary and discussion of papers 

Implications of CD44 isoforms in breast cancer, Paper I 

The aim of Paper I was to investigate the potential association between 
expression of distinct isoforms of the CD44 molecule and cancer stem cell 
markers, subtypes and clinical markers in breast cancer. This is of interest since 
CD44 has been associated with tumor progression and outcome of breast 
cancer. However, different studies have shown conflicting results and this 
could to some extent be related to which isoforms of CD44 that were 
investigated [123-125, 291]. Since the CD44 molecule is widely used as a 
stem cell marker, it would also be interesting to characterize which isoforms 
that are expressed in breast cancer cells displaying characteristics of cancer stem 
cells, as information on this is very limited in the literature. 
 
The CD44 molecule can be alternatively spliced into several different isoforms 
and is often subject to post-translational modifications. In many studies on 
CD44, breast tumors have been stained with the CD44 standard (CD44S) 
antibody that binds to the constant extracellular region. In other words, the 
CD44S antibody most likely stains for many different isoforms with diverse 
biological properties. Other studies have used antibodies specific for different 
epitopes of CD44, for example CD44v6, and even if this isoform binds to the 
variable region of the molecule it is not specific for only one isoform. 
 
In Paper I, we first compared the total gene expression (mRNA) of all CD44 
isoforms to the protein expression of CD44 analyzed by flow cytometry, in 
breast cell lines of different molecular subtypes. An antibody binding to the 
constant region of CD44 was used to measure the fraction of CD44 positive 
cells. In general, a low gene expression was associated with a low protein 
expression (i.e. a low fraction of positive cells) and vice versa. However, one 
cell line showed a considerably higher protein expression than expected, 
compared to the gene expression levels. Possibly, this is caused by a post-
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translational mechanism that inhibits degradation of CD44. However, there is 
a small risk that the analyzed transcripts do not correspond to all protein 
variants of CD44 detected by the antibody. 
 
The total expression of CD44 was in general higher in cell lines classified as 
basal-like compared to luminal cell lines. Interestingly, the cell lines classified 
as basal B, showed a higher gene expression of the CD44 standard isoform 
(not to be confused with the antibody CD44S), compared to cell lines 
classified as basal A. Conversely, the basal B cell lines showed a preference for 
the isoforms including variant exons. Even if only a few cell lines of each 
subtype were analyzed, one could speculate that these different isoforms have 
distinct functions in respective subtype and/or might reflect the cell of origin. 
Basal B cell lines have earlier been associated to mesenchymal and 
stem/progenitor-cell characteristics [96, 292]. Moreover, in mammosphere (or 
tumorsphere) culture of the cell lines, a switch in CD44 expression was 
observed, and the expression of isoforms including variant exons increased. 
This highlights the importance of the cellular context in in vitro studies and 
possibly this shift in expression of CD44 variants can be observed also in vivo 
[162]. 
 
In a tumor material of 187 primary breast tumors, we correlated the gene 
expression (mRNA) of respective isoform of CD44 to the level of protein 
expression detected by immunohistochemistry. Notably, all analyzed isoforms 
except for CD44 standard were positively correlated to CD44 protein 
expression. Moreover, tumors harboring the cancer stem cell phenotype 
CD44+/CD24- were significantly associated with a higher expression of 
alternatively spliced variants. Conversely, tumors with strong staining of 
another cancer stem cell marker, ALDH1A1, displayed a higher expression of 
CD44 standard. These findings deserve further investigations in, for example, 
cell sorted tumor compartments enriched for cancer stem cell properties.  
 
Clinical characteristics of these primary breast tumors were compared to 
expression of CD44 isoforms. Strikingly, the variants including more variant 
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exons (CD44v2-v10 and CD44v3-v10) could be associated to hormone 
receptor positive breast tumors, whereas high expression of CD44v8-v10 and 
CD44S, respectively, were associated with strong protein staining of EGFR or 
HER2. Similar differences were also apparent in the different molecular 
subtypes, and upon hierarchical clustering of the expression values of the 
CD44 isoforms, the tumors were divided in four distinct clusters representing 
various tumor characteristics and subtypes. Cluster A and Cluster B were 
associated to hormone receptor positive tumors (luminal subtypes). Moreover, 
HER2 positive tumors were more common in Cluster A, whereas Cluster B 
was enriched for tumors with PIK3CA mutations. In Cluster C and D the 
basal-like tumors were more frequent, although Cluster C also included 
tumors expressing both CD44 standard and HER2 and Cluster D was 
represented by tumors with high expression of CD44v8-v10. Significant 
difference in 10-year overall survival between the different clusters were found, 
with the best outcome in Cluster B and the worst in Cluster D. Interestingly, 
the presence of tumors with the CD44+/CD24- phenotype varied significantly 
in the subgroups, being more common in Cluster B and D. 
 
To summarize, a multitude of different isoforms of CD44 are most likely 
detected by the antibodies used for detection of tumor cells with a cancer stem 
cell phenotype. Moreover, our results suggest that specific isoforms may 
cooperate with clinical markers like HER2 and EGFR, and that the expression 
pattern of CD44 is associated to different molecular subtypes. Possibly, breast 
cancer cells harboring an undifferentiated phenotype may splice out the 
variable exons while more variable exons are retained in more mature cells. 
When considering CD44 as a therapeutic target in breast cancer these 
conclusions are of great importance. 

Characteristic mutations in basal-like breast cancer, Paper II 

In Paper II our aim was to identify mutations present in a panel of basal-like 
breast cancer cell lines that are common experimental models. Breast tumors 
of the basal-like subtype are often characterized as triple-negative, which 
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means that they typically lack expression of ER, PR and HER2. Therefore, no 
targeted treatment options exist for this type of tumors and instead 
chemotherapy is used as standard treatment, with a high risk of relapse of the 
disease. Tumors of this subtype harbor a high mutational load, most 
commonly in TP53 and PIK3CA, and they are characterized by frequent 
genomic amplifications and deletions as well as loss of PTEN expression. 
However, compared to for example luminal A tumors, only a few mutations 
are known to be recurrently mutated in basal-like tumors [53]. 
 
A selection of 1237 genes was analyzed in Paper II, which previously have 
been found to be mutated in breast cancer. Mutation analysis was performed 
using targeted resequencing of a region of 6.5 Mbases including exons, 3’UTR 
and portions of the 5’UTR and upstream regions in six basal-like cell lines and 
their matched lymphocyte DNA. On average, a sequence coverage of 127-fold 
was achieved for the cancer cell lines and 98-fold for the paired normal 
samples. The Burrows-Wheeler aligner (bwa) was used for the alignment of 
sequencing reads to the reference human genome, and Genome Analysis 
ToolKit (GATK) UnifiedGenotyper was used for the calling of single 
nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels [287]. To derive copy number 
estimations of the targeted regions, the CONTRA software was used [289]. 
 
We detected 658 high confidence somatic variants and in total 315 of these 
were not present in the database COSMIC and therefore considered as novel 
and of these 110 were coding and the remaining portion was non-coding. We 
used Sanger sequencing to confirm 125 of the novel variants. Of the high-
confidence variants, 98% of the exonic variants could be confirmed, whereas 
the results in non-coding regions varied slightly more but in general the 
validation rate was very high. This show that the specificity of our analysis 
pipeline is satisfactory, and that the used filters can be applied in similar 
studies. However, since we actually could validate variants among the low 
confidence variant calls with Sanger sequencing, the sensitivity of the analysis 
could be improved. The easiest way achieve this would be by increasing the 
sequencing coverage. The results from the copy number analysis showed good 
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correlations to SNP array data, which demonstrate the utility of using targeted 
resequencing data to derive copy number estimations without using additional 
platforms, which could significantly reduce the costs in large-scale projects. 
Increasing the sequencing coverage in the normal sample would decrease the 
number of genes with missing copy number estimates, since a filter on 
coverage in the normal sample was applied to get reliable data. 
 
Other analysis tools that could be used for calling of SNPs and short indels are 
for example VarScan [293] and Mutect [294], which by statistical methods 
determine the likelihood for a variant to be somatic based on the number of 
aligned reads supporting each allele per sample. These programs might 
discover more low allele frequency mutations, which potentially were been 
missed by our pipeline. However, independent on what analysis method that 
is used, the filtering settings are of importance and there is always a balance 
between specificity and sensitivity that has to be taken into consideration. 
 
Notably, for analysis of primary tumor material stricter thresholds combined 
with higher sequencing coverage are required since the allele frequencies are 
affected by normal cell contamination and the presence of multiple clones. 
Using paired-end sequencing data would also be preferred to enable a better 
detection of shorter indels. 
 
As have been reported earlier, TP53 was found to be mutated in all six cancer 
cell lines. In addition to this, 17 genes harbored mutations in more than one 
cell line. To get a more comprehensive overview of the genetic aberrations in 
these cell lines, all somatic mutations, high level amplifications and exonic 
deletions (i.e., |log2 ratios|>2), and COSMIC variants detected per gene were 
summarized, and we found that 34 genes were affected in more than one cell 
line. In a cohort of basal-like breast tumors, 91% of these 34 genes had 
somatic mutations or copy number aberrations. A large fraction of these 
tumors were as expected TP53 mutated, but after excluding TP53, we could 
still find mutations in the other 33 genes in almost 50% of the tumors. 
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Furthermore, we investigated patterns of base replacements and the genomic 
context of the SNVs in our data, since potential underlying mechanisms 
leading to non-random variations of this kind have been observed in previous 
mutational screening studies. We decided to focus on differences between 
coding and non-coding regions and, interestingly, the average mutational rate 
was considerably higher in the coding regions (20.6 mutations/Mbp) than in 
the non-coding regions (8.7 mutations/Mbp). Moreover, G and C base 
replacements were more frequent in the coding regions (76.4%) than in the 
non-coding regions (61.0%). Notably, the base replacements C/G�A/T, 
C/G�G/C, C/G�T/A and A/T�G/C were significantly more common in 
the coding regions than in the non-coding regions, taking differences in GC-
content in to consideration in the calculations. In a previously published 
signature for mutational processes in breast cancer (Signature 3, described 
above under section Mutation signatures in breast cancer), an enrichment for 
C/G substitutions was observed [168], but to our knowledge it has not been 
reported earlier that this signature show a preference for coding regions. The 
substitutions C/G�T/A and C/G�G/C are results of natural deamination 
processes or possibly caused by APOBEC editing, whereas C/G�A/T could 
be caused by free radical species or benzo[a]pyrene in cigarette smoke. 
 
Interestingly, the SNVs within the context of T[C]A/T[G]A and 
T[C]T/A[G]A were significantly more common in the coding than in the 
non-coding regions. APOBEC enzyme activity has been suggested to enrich 
for substitutions in the context of at T[C]N trinucleotides [170]. 
 
To conclude, we have identified a panel of 34 genes, which eventually could 
be included in a panel of genes for monitoring of the disease and it could be 
worth to investigate their function in tumorigenesis and whether some of these 
genes could be druggable targets. We also observed significant differences in 
the mutational patterns between coding and non-coding regions that would be 
interesting to further examine in a larger material of primary breast tumors. 
Underlying mechanisms for these differences remain to be elucidated. 
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Early detection of occult metastatic breast cancer, Paper III 

In Paper III, we wanted to investigate the possibility of detecting ctDNA in 
the blood of breast cancer patients before clinical presentation of metastatic 
disease (Figure 4). A major issue for women with breast cancer is the fact that 
about half of recurrences occur more than five years after the initial diagnosis. 
Today we lack reliable markers to predict which women that eventually will 
develop metastatic disease. Therefore, it would be desirable with a simple 
blood-based test for monitoring of the patient’s status during therapy and for 
detection of relapse of the disease. This would enable a switch or onset of 
therapy at the earliest moment, to possibly improve the patient survival. 
However, currently there is no evidence that an early detection of metastatic 
disease would change the outcome for those patients. Circulating tumor DNA 
may better reflect the tumor burden in a patient than other markers like 
CA15-3 [267], which could lead to an improved specificity and sensitivity for 
an early detection of metastases and could possibly help in optimization of 
therapy. To corroborate a cancer free status after initial surgery or after 
adjuvant therapy could also be of interest during the clinical follow-up, which 
potentially could be determined if no ctDNA is present.  
 
Low-coverage whole genome sequencing was performed on 21 primary tumor 
specimens from 20 patients diagnosed with non-metastatic breast cancer. Six 
patients had a long-term disease free survival (median follow up >9 years), and 
14 patients were eventually diagnosed with clinical metastasis (range 1.2-5.1 
years after primary surgery). Tumors were sequenced to an average sequence 
coverage of 5.3-fold, and owing to relatively large insert sizes at sequencing, an 
average physical coverage of 15.6-fold was obtained.  
 
A novel pipeline, SplitSeq, was developed for detection of the exact breakpoint 
sequence in inter- and intra-chromosomal rearrangements, which simplify the 
design of primers for short amplicons needed for detection of fragmented 
ctDNA. In total, 85% of the breakpoints could be confirmed by PCR in 
primary tumor DNA, using matched normal DNA as negative control. 
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Figure 4. Schematic workflow used in Study III. Patients diagnosed with primary breast 
cancer were included in the study and DNA isolated from each patient’s tumor was 
sequenced to identify patient-specific genomic rearrangements. Subsequently, liquid 
biopsies in terms of multiple blood samples were analyzed with droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) 
during the clinical course. By detection of these individual genomic rearrangements in the 
blood samples, early detection of recurrent metastatic breast cancer was possible. 
 
Digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) was used for analysis of patient plasma samples, 
both pre-surgery and post-surgery at multiple time points. In total, 93 plasma 
samples were studied for the 20 patients using 4-6 validated assays per patient. 
The size of the PCR amplicons was kept as short as possible owing to the short 
fragment sizes of ctDNA in plasma. In ddPCR, the reactions occur in 
nanoliter-sized droplets and only droplets containing template DNA result in 
positive signals. This makes this method suitable for analysis of input samples 
of low concentration, since it yields a very good specificity and sensitivity. In 
our study, we could detect ≤0.01% of tumor-specific DNA with ddPCR, and 
no positive droplets were obtained from the negative control reactions. All 
droplet-derived intensity values were normalized with respect to the negative 
droplet intensities (2*[max intensity of negative control]), and a cutoff at 50% 
on the normalized range of values was used to discriminate between positive 
and negative droplets. 
 
The fraction of ctDNA was calculated relative to the measured concentration 
of a normal region at 2p14 (that rarely undergoes copy number changes in 
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breast cancer), at each analyzed time-point. In total, tumor-specific DNA was 
detected in 29 samples corresponding to 13 of 14 of the eventual metastatic 
patients. Importantly, no positive droplets were detected in any of the long-
term disease free patients. 
 
Detection of ctDNA preceded clinical detection of metastatic disease in 12 out 
of 14 patients, with an average lead-time of 11 months. Interestingly, tumor-
specific rearrangements were found in some patients up to 3 years before 
diagnosis of recurrent disease. The response to treatment or progression of 
disease could be followed by changes in ctDNA concentrations, pointing at 
the utility of using this method to evaluate the clinical response or as a 
measure of tumor burden. Sometimes only a fraction of the analyzed 
rearrangements was apparent in plasma before clinical detection of metastases, 
possibly indicating the existence of more than one clone in the primary tumor. 
One of the patients was diagnosed with bilateral primary breast tumors; 
ctDNA analysis detected only rearrangements matching one of the primary 
tumors was detected. This shows the utility of using ctDNA to elucidate 
which primary tumor that has given rise to metastatic disease and could be 
used as a guide in optimization of therapy.  
 
Importantly, we found the fraction of ctDNA, detected at the first positive 
time-point, to be predictive of the outcome for the patients and each doubling 
of ctDNA level was associated with poor recurrence-free survival and poor 
overall survival. 
 
In previous studies it has been demonstrated that ctDNA could be used for 
monitoring of metastatic disease in breast cancer patients [259, 267], and that 
the levels of ctDNA reflect the response to therapy better than other 
biomarkers. In this study, we showed for the first time that by monitoring 
breast cancer patients that has not (yet) developed metastasis, it is possible to 
identify metastatic breast cancer months to years prior to clinical presentation. 
Furthermore, we showed ctDNA levels to be a quantitative factor that 
predicted poor outcome. Since our analysis pipeline very accurately distinguish 
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the eventual metastatic patients from long-term disease free patients it could 
be utilized in prospective studies of adjuvant therapy. For example, it has been 
suggested that 10-year, instead of 5-year, Tamoxifen treatment would improve 
survival rates for patients with ER-positive tumors [295]. It would be 
interesting to see if the effect of additional endocrine treatment is related to 
levels of ctDNA in the plasma. Perhaps some patients would benefit from 
additional therapy and some patients can be considered as cured, if no ctDNA 
can be detected in blood after 5 years, and therefore overtreatment can be 
avoided. This is especially interesting as both overtreatment [296] and late 
recurrences [297] are significant problems in breast cancer, especially for 
women with hormone receptor positive tumors. 
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Concluding remarks 
 
As has been touched upon in this thesis, breast cancer is a very heterogeneous 
disease where both clinical characteristics and prognosis can be linked different 
molecular subtypes and genetic aberrations. A major concern for women 
diagnosed with breast cancer is the development of metastatic disease, and the 
risk for this is believed to be strongly influenced by the characteristics of the 
primary tumor. Some women will develop early or late recurrences of the 
disease, while others remain cancer-free for many years after the diagnosis and 
will eventually die of other causes. The clinical markers currently in use as 
guidance for decision of therapy of breast cancer have been improved during 
the last decades. Still, both overtreatment and lack of accurate tools to predict 
which patients that eventually will develop metastases are significant problems. 
Therapy resistance is another major problem where the underlying 
mechanisms are less well understood. This thesis have addressed issues that 
potentially can be related to therapy resistance and tumor heterogeneity due to 
characteristics associated with cells of cancer stem cell phenotype. The 
potential inherent plasticity in these types of cells should be further evaluated 
as a factor that contributes to relapse of the disease. Moreover, the mutational 
background in an aggressive phenotype of tumors has been investigated and 
the recurrent mutations in this subtype of tumors should be evaluated in terms 
of therapy resistance or as potential druggable targets. Importantly, by utilizing 
non-invasive blood tests for disease monitoring of patients diagnosed with 
primary breast cancer, we have managed to detect metastatic disease when the 
disease burden is smaller and prior to clinical symptoms. This opens up 
possibilities to in the earliest moment change or onset therapy that in the end 
could lead to an improved survival of women with breast cancer.  
 
To conclude, this thesis has contributed to increased knowledge in important 
fields of breast cancer research. However, due to the adaptable nature of 
cancer, the need for research may indeed be perpetual as we continue to work 
towards reducing incidence of cancer and increasing the rate of cures. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 
 
Årligen diagnostiseras 1,7 miljoner kvinnor med bröstcancer i världen, och 
trots att stora framsteg gjorts när det gäller behandling så avlider över en halv 
miljon kvinnor varje år i sjukdomen. I majoriteten av de fall som har dödlig 
utgång beror på att cancern har metastaserat, vilket innebär att sjukdomen har 
spridit sig till andra organ i kroppen. Även om det finns flertalet faktorer som 
bidrar till hur prognosen ser ut och vilken behandling som kan vara aktuell, så 
finns det ändå inget säkert sätt att förutspå vem som kommer att få återfall i 
sjukdomen. Anmärkningsvärt är att återfall kan ske många år (ibland över ett 
decennium) efter den ursprungliga diagnosen medan andra uppnår en hög 
ålder utan några spår av sjukdomen efter avslutad behandling. Tyvärr innebär 
detta att många kvinnor i dagens läge överbehandlas med läkemedel när enbart 
kirurgi skulle vara botande, medan vissa kvinnor skulle få en bättre prognos 
om det fanns en mer effektiv och skräddarsydd medicinsk behandling att 
tillgå. 
 
I de fall behandlingen inte är botande så finns det troligen flera anledningar till 
detta. En teori till varför detta sker är att det kan finnas en viss typ av celler i 
tumören som är mer motståndskraftiga mot traditionell behandling som till 
exempel cytostatika och dessa celler troligtvis kan ha egenskaper liknande de 
som är karaktäristiska för stamceller. Denna typ av celler benämns ofta 
cancerstamceller och har specifika proteiner på cellytan, så kallade markörer. I 
ett av delarbetena undersöks hur genuttrycket för olika varianter av en markör 
för cancerstamceller korrelerar med proteinuttrycket av stamcellsmarkörer 
samt med prognostiska och behandlingsprediktiva markörer. Resultaten från 
detta arbete ger indikationer på att olika varianter av denna 
cancerstamcellsmarkör troligen interagerar med specifika proteiner som är 
viktiga för cancercellernas tillväxt och överlevnad. 
 
En annan anledning till att behandling av cancer inte fungerar är att det finns 
eller uppstår mutationer som ger upphov till resistens under behandlingens 
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gång. Därför har vi i det andra delarbetet karaktäriserat nya och kända 
mutationer i cellmodeller för en aggressiv typ av bröstcancer som i dagsläget 
saknar målinriktad terapi. Dessa cellmodeller används ofta i experimentella 
försök för att bland annat testa olika läkemedel. Totalt analyserades 1237 
gener och i dessa hittades hundratals mutationer både i proteinkodande och i 
icke-kodande DNA sekvenser. Vetskapen om dessa mutationer kommer att 
utgöra en värdefull grund i framtida försök där dessa cellmodeller används. 
Dessutom fann vi att de proteinkodande regionerna har en högre frekvens av 
mutationer än de icke-kodande och att det går att urskilja ett mönster av dessa 
skillnader i form av vilka basutbyten som sker. 
 
För att kunna förbättra diagnostiken och följa sjukdomsutvecklingen hos en 
cancerpatient så finns det ett stort utrymme för att utveckla och öka 
användningen av biomarkörer. Ur patientsynpunkt så är en icke-invasiv 
analysmetod att föredra, företrädesvis i form av ett enkelt blodprov. Vi vet att 
DNA från cancerceller kan detekteras i blodcirkulationen, och att det därför 
går att återfinna mutationer och kromosomala rearrangemang som är specifika 
för tumören i blodet. Vi har använt oss av en sekvenseringsmetod för att ta 
fram information om vilka kromosomala rearrangemang som fanns i 
primärtumören, dvs. den tumör som avlägsnades kirurgiskt från bröstet vid 
diagnos. Ett kromosomalt rearrangemang kan exempelvis betyda att delar från 
två olika kromosomer felaktigt sammanfogats, vilket ibland kan ske i samband 
med celldelning. Dessa rearrangemang kunde sedan återfinnas i blodet hos 
cancerpatienter efter flera månader, ibland flera år, innan den kliniska 
diagnosen för metastaserande sjukdom kunde ställas. Detta öppnar upp 
möjligheter att ändra eller återuppta behandling av patienter tidigare än vad 
som är görligt idag. Med anpassade behandlingsalternativ så finns det troligtvis 
stora möjligheter att förlänga överlevnaden för patienter med metastaserande 
sjukdom. I en kontrollgrupp av patienter som inte fått återfall i sjukdomen, så 
återfanns inga spår av tumör-specifika rearrangemang i blodet efter operation, 
vilket bekräftar att all cancer är borta från patienten.  
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